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Disclaimer
T h e tools and methods developed within this document have undergone
validation within the country oforigin to varying degrees. Ifyou have
concerns about the validity ofthe tools as described, in particular how they
should be adapted to suit your particular modelling package or climatic
conditions, please contact their creators (originators).
T h e information and tools are presented in good faith but it is the
responsibility ofusers to ensure that their use is appropriate and valid for any
particular design investigation. It is for the users to satisfy themselves that any
results obtained from the use ofthe methods and tools described or
referenced in this document are accurate and applicable to the particular
circumstances under consideration.
Neither the International Energy Agency, nor the Annex participants, nor
the associated funding bodies, nor anyone actingon behalfofthese parties:
makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect
to the information (and its subsequent use) contained or refcrenced in this
document, or
assumes any liability with respect to the use of, or damages (either directly
or indirectly) resulting from the use of, this information.
By using any ofthe methods or tools presented, you are deemed to have
accepted these conditions.
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Preface
The International Energy Agency (IEA) was established in 1974 within the
framework ofthe Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) to implement an International Energy Programme. A
basic aim ofthe IEA is to foster co-operation among the twenty-one IEA
Participating Countries to increase energy security through: energy
conservation, the development of alternative energy sources, and energy
research, development and demonstration (RD&D). This is achieved in part
through a programme of collaborative RD&D consisting offorty-two
Implementing Agreements, containing a total ofover eighty separate energy
RD&D projects. This publication forms one element ofthis programme.

The Energy Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems Programme
The IEA sponsors research and development in a number of areas related to
energy. In one ofthese areas, energy conservation in buildings, the IEA is
sponsoringvarious exercises to predict more accurately the energy use of
buildings, including comparison ofexisting computer programs, building
monitoring, and comparison ofcalculation methods, as well as studies ofair
quality and occupancy. Seventeen countries have elected to participate and
havedesignated contracting parties to the Implementing Agreelnent covering
collaborative research in this area. The designation by governments ofa
number of private organisations, as well as universities and government
laboratories, as contracting parties, has provided a broader range of expertise
to tackle the projects in thedifferent technology areas than would have been
the case ifparticipation had been restricted to governments. The importance
ofassociating industry with government-sponsored energy research and
development is recognised in the IEA, and every effort is made to encourage
this trend.
The Executive Committee
Overall control ofthe programme is maintained by the ExecutiveCommittce
(ExCo) and the Implemen~ationAgreement on Energy Conservation in
Buildings and Community Systems (B&CS), which not only monitors existing
projects but also identifies new areas where collaborative effort may be
beneficiaLThe Executive Committee ensures that all projects fit into a predetermined strategy, without unnecessary overlap or duplication but with
effective liaison and communication. The Executive Committee has initiated
the following projects to date (completed Annexes are identilied by an
asterisk *):

1
2
3
4
5
6

Load energy determination ofbuildings*
Ekistics and advanced community energy systems*
Energy conservation in residential buildings'
Glasgow commercial building monitoring*
Air infiltration and ventilation centre
Enerby systelns and d e s i p ofcommunities*
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7 Local government energy planning*
8 Inhabitant behaviour with regard to ventilation*
9 Minimum ventilation rates*
10 Building HVAC systems simulation*
11 Enerby auditing*
12 Windows and fenestration'
13 Energy management in hospitals'
14 Condensation*
15 Energy eficiency in schools*
16 BEMS - 1: User guidance*
17 BEMS -2: Evaluation and emulation techniques*
18 Demand controlled ventilatingsystems*
19 Low slope roofsystems*
20 Air flow patterns within buildings*
21 Thermal modellinf
22 Energy eficient communities*
23 Multizone air flow modelling (COMIS)'
24 Heat air and moisture transfer in envelopes'
25 Real time HVAC simulation'
26 Energy eficient ventilation oflarge enclosures'
27 Evaluation and demonstration ofdomestic ventilation systems
28 Low energy cooling systems
29 Daylightingin buildings
30 Bringingsimulation to application
31 Energy related environmental impact ofbuildings
32 Integral building envelope performance assessment
33 Advanced local energy planning
34 Computer aided fault detection and diagnosis
35 HYI3VENT
Introduction
Cooling is a significant user ofenergy in buildings, and its impact as a
contributor to greenhouse gas emissions is enhanced by the fact that these
systems are usually electrically driven. Increasing use ofinformation
technology has led to an increasing demand for cooling in the commercial
buildings sector, with consequent problems for utilities companies.
In response to these issues, the IEA's Future Building Forum Workshop on
Innovative Cooling (held in the United Kingdom in 1992) identified a number
oftechnologies with the potential to reduce energy consumption in the field
ofalternative cooling strategies and systems, leading to the establishment o f
Annex 28. T h e emphasis for the project was on passive and hybrid cooling
technologies and strategies. These require close integration o f t h e dynamics
o f t h e building structure with the HVAC systems, and this is precisely the area
in which the B&CS ExCo has established expertise.
Objective
Passive and hybrid cooling systems will only be taken up in practice ifsuch
systems can beshown to meet certain criteria. T h e objective o f t h e Annex was
to work towards fulfilling the following requirements.
0 the life cycle costs (includingenergy, maintenance, etc) ofsuch systems are
less than 'conventional' systems;
0 the level ofthermal comfort provided is acceptable to the occupants in the
context oftheir task;
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0 the systems are sufficiently robust to changes in building occupancy and
use;
0 the design concepts for such systems are well defined, and appropriate
levels ofguidance are available at all stages of the design process, from
sketch plan to detailed plans;
0 the necessary design tools are available in a form which designers can use in
practice; and
0 the cooling system is shown to integnate with the other systems (eg heating
and ventilation), as well as with the building and control strategy.

Means
T h e project was subdivided into three subtasks relating to the three phases of
researching and documenting the various cooling strategies.
Subtask 1:Description ofcooling strategies
T h e aim ofthis subtask was to establish the current state ofthe technologies in
the participating countries. The findings are detailed in the report: Rmiew of
Im errergy coo/ingtechnologic.r.T h e report also contains national data for
climate, building standards, heat gains, comfort criteria, enerby and water
costs for each ofthe participating countries.
Snbtask 2: Development o f design tools
Different levels oftool are required throughout the design process. Initially
little detailed data will be available and the emphasis will be on tools using
'rules ofthumb'. When suitable options have been established, approximate
performance data and practical guidance will be needed for early design and
assessment. Finally, when tbe broad principles o f t h e design have been
established, techniques such as simulation modelling can be used for detailed
design and optimisation. To reflect these requirements, three different levels
oftool have been developed by the Annex:
0 Selectionpidnr~ce
forlow cner~ycoolingtcchnologrir (included in this
publication)
This tool provides p i d a n c e on theinitial selection ofsuitable low energy
technologies. Paper and software (Visual Basic) versions o f t h e tool have
been produced.
0 Early de,rr&guiJanrefor/m energy roolhg technologies (included in this
publication)
A collection ofsimplified tools based on design charts and tables, and
practical guidance, to assist with rarly design development o f a technology.
0 Detniled desigz toolsfor l m energy c-ooliig technologics
A report on a collection oftools for use as part o t or in conjunction with,
simulation software.

Subtask3: Case studies
T h e third element ofthe work was to illustrate thevarious cooling
technologies through demonstrated case studies. Approximately twenty case
studies have been documented in the Annex report Cascstndc.r oflow energy
cooling terhnolopis. T h e case studies give feedback on performance and
operation in practice and include design details and monitored performance
data.

viii
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Scope
A number ofdifferent technologies have been considered by the Annex. T h e
table gives an overview ofwhich ofthe Annex reports have information o n
which ofthe technologies.

Technology
Night cooling (natural
ventilation)
Night cooling (mechanical
ventilation)
Slab cooling (air)
Slab cooling (water)
Evaporative cooling (direct
and indirect)
Desiccant + evaporative
cooling
Chilled ceilingsheam
Displacement ventilation
Ground cooling (air)
Aquifer
Sea/river/lake water cooling

Review

Selection design
design
guidance guidance tools

Case
studies

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/
I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/

I/
I/

Participation
T h e participating countries in this task are Canada, Germany, Finland, France,
T h e Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and
thc United States ofAmerica. T h e funding groups for each country are given
below.
Canada

Buildings Group
C A N M E T Energy Technology Branch, NllCan
580 Booth St
Ottawa, Ontario
KlAOE4
Heat Management Technologies
Energy Diversification Research Laboratory
1615, M o d e Ste-Julie
CP4800
Varennes, Quebec
J3X 1S6

Germany

Bundesministerium f i r Bildung Technologie und
Forschung (BMBE)
Postfach 200240
Bonn, Germany

Finland

Technology Development Centre
P O Box 69
Fin - 00101 Helsinki

t
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France

Agcnce de I'environnement et de la maitrise de
I'Energie
Fkdkration nationale du bstiment
Ministere d e I'kquipement - Plan Construction
Architecture
Centre scientifique et technique du b2timent
Ecole des mines de Paris
Gaz de France
Costic

T h e Netherlands

Novem BV
Swentiboldstraat 21
P O Box 17
6130 AA Sittard

Portugal

Centcr for Energy Conservation
Praceta i Estrada d e Alfragide
Alfragide
2700 Amadora
Departmcnt oFMechanical Engineering
University ofl'orto
R Bragas
4099 P O R T 0 Codex

Sweden

Swedish Council for Building Research
P O Box 12866
S E - 11298 Stockholm

Switzerland

Swiss Federal Office ofEnergy
C H - 3003 Berne

United Kingdom

British Gas
EA Ethnology
Gardiner & Theobald
Haden Young/Balfour Beatty Building
MEl'C Investments
Oscar Faber
Ove Arup
Department ofthe Environment, Transport and
the Regions
Building Rcsearch Establishment Ltd

United States of America Office of Building Technologies
US Department of Energy
1001 independence Avenue
Washington D C 20585
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Summary
The aim ofAnnex28 is to investigate the feasibility of, and provide design
tools and guidance on, the application ofalternative cooling strategies to
buildings. Outputs from the Annex include a review ofthe technologies, early
design guidance, detailcd design tools and case study descriptions. The aiin of
this report is to assist with the initial selection ofsuitable low energy cooling
technologies or combinations oftechnologies.
The report is based on aSelection Chart to help to identify which of the
technologies are likely to be suitable for a particular application on the basis of
key building parameters. This is supported by Summary Sheets for each ofthc
technologies giving a briefdescription and key information. These can be
used to refine the selection of technologies for further consideration.
The scope is limited to the technologies included in the Annex. The report
should not be used in isolation as the sole means ofselecting a technology, but
as a means of focusing on a few technologies which are likely to he suitable
and should be considered in more detail. The selection criteria are based on
broad parameters and the way in which they will influencedecisions in the
majority ofcases. Other parameters may be iinportant in specific cases and
there may be exceptions in the way the parameters included influence
decisions. This will need to be assessed by the designer for each particular
design.
The information provided reflects the state ofthe technoloies in a country
or countries participatingin the Annex and should not he taken as
representativeofthesituation on a world-wide basis.

Introduction
The aim of this report is to assist with the initial selection of suitable low
energy cooling technologies. The guidance is given in the form of a Selection
Chart (page 6) to help to identify which ofthc technologies are likely to be
suitable for a particular application. The chart is hased on feasibility (F) and
suitability (S) ratings which reflect the impact ofkey building parameters on
each ofthe technologies. Feasibility ratings areused to indicate ifthe use ofa
technology can generally be ruled out by a certain parameter. Suitability
ratings indicate whether a parameter is likely to have a positive or negative
effect on the performance or appropriateness of a technology.The chart is
supported by Summary Sheets for each ofthe technologies, giving a brief
description and key information. These can be used to refine the selection of
technologies for further consideration.
To use the chart:
Highlight the parameters and associated ratings (see example on page 10).
Notes are provided for each ofthe input parameters to help you to decide
whether they are applicable or not.
Eliminate technologies that are not feasible, ie those with a -Frating.
Add the suitability (+S, 4 ) ratings for the remaining technologies to give
an overall rating. A positive rating is favourable and a negative rating
unfavourable. No rating implies no significant impact. The net S rating will
give an indication ofthe suitability ofa techuology for the application:
positive= high suitability, none or zero= medium suitability,
neptive = low suitability.
Daytime natural and mechanical ventilation are included in the chart as a
lower bound to indicate where no specific cooling provision (low energy or
otherwise) is required. Mechanical cooling (refrigerant compression) is
included as an upper bound. No summary sheets are provided for these
technologies.
It should be noted that the parameters and ratings in the cbart consider
selection primarily from a technical viewpoint. Other parameters such as cost
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will also need to be taken into account to refine the selection. Typical cost
indicators and other key information are included on the subsequent
summary sheets to assist selection ofoptions from those which are technically
suitable. The costs are given relative to a conventional heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) system and include all HVAC costs:

It is emphasised that these are only indicative for use in an initial assessment.
Costs can vary considerably from application to application and specific costs
should be assessed as soon as possible.
The summary sheets provide a briefdescription ofeach technology as an
introduction. Common applications are noted together with rule-of-thumb
performance data and spatial requirements. A check zone lists favourable and
unfavourable factors for a given application, and aims and requirements for
the design. One common aim for low energy cooling which precedes
consideration ofa cooling technology is the minimisation of heat gains*.
An important consideration is use ofthe technologies in combination to
meet greater cooling loads or to reduce energy consumption, cost, etc.
Common combination options are noted on the summarysheets.
Technologies will generally work well together where they provide cooling in
different ways. An example ofthis is ground cooling by air, which precools
supply air, in combination with night cooling, which provides cooling via cool
exposed surfaces in the space. Combinations are also possible where the
technologies perform a different function in the cooling process. For example,
ground cooling by water can provide cool water for use by chilled ceilings/
beams.
More details on the technologies are available in IEA Annex 28 Report
Revim of /mu energy cooling technologres.
-

.
.-.
.cnerg, coo.ng.r rn n.rn r a l ~ o n oneat
f
Ranr t o m e rp3re
Mc3s.rcs H n m sno. n occons nerenm a m eretn r r rn nr r o e ,r 130 e u:i a n g o r eotx on 3na lorrn, so 3r
shading, optimisation of glazing areas with regard to natural Ighl versus solar heat gain, control of artificial
lighting, and localised extract from heat sources. Documents providing guidanceon these issues are listed under
-.

I mo.lo o e e r n u w sen I! 31 aprereq. s :eol

06

Selection chart:
template and example
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[selection chart template
Steps:
I Deletenon-applicableparameters.
2 Delcrrninc ratingoCe;tch technology:
= low feasibility
negative F
no I,: negative S = Ikrw suiuibility
no 1.: zerolno S = medium suitability
no R positives = high suilahility

D1

.-c
Ci

Input parameters
(see notes and maps)

I-lumidity

Noisv/Polluted air
Ground pollution
Residential

Limited flooricciling height
Deep planlcellular space
,

-

Limited solar p r o t e c t i o f l i g h solar gains

I High internal gains

2
5
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Notes for input parameters
Input parameters
(also see temperature and
humidity maps)
SUP > B°C and SNPo> m"C.

Humidity

Semi - humid

Residential

Limited floorlceiling height

I High internal gains
I close t ~ n p ~ a t u control
re
Close humidity control

I

8
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Temperature maps
European temperature map
Summer temperature zones
This map is based on ASHRAE 0.4% annual temperature data. It
has been produced to provide initial guidance only and contains
some simplifications -a specific assessment will need to be
made by the designer for the particular location. Refer to
Selection Chart for zone classifications.
Note: Night minimum design temperature taken as day peak
design temperature -mean daily range.

European humidity map
Summer humidity zones
This map is based on ASHRAE 0.4% annual humidity data. It has
been produced to provide initial guidance only and contains
some simplifications-a specific assessment will need to be
made by the designerfor the particular location. Refer to
Selection Chart for zone classifications.

I
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North American temperature map
Summer temperature zones

I
I

This map is based on ASHRAE 0.4%annual temperature data. It
has been produced to provide initial guidance only and contains
some simplifications -a specific assessment will need to be
made bythe designer forthe particular location. Refer to
Selectionchart for zone classifications.
Note: Night minimum design temperature taken as day peak
design temperature -mean daily range.
50'

*

North American humidity map
Summer humidity zones
This map is based on ASHRAE 0.4% annual humidity data. It has
been produced to provide initial guidance only and contains
some simplifications -a specific assessment will need to be
made by the designerfor the particular location. Refer to
Selection Chart for zone classifications.

9

10
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kelection chart exarn~le
A new commercial development in the U K
in it noisy urban environment. Construction
will hc heavyweight plan. Reasonahlesr,lar
pro~eclionwill he provided but internal heat
gains will be -35 W/m2. Close temperature/
humidity control is not required.

Steps:
I

2

3

Highlight;~pplic;thle parameters: cool
climate, semi-hu~iiidclimate,
naisy/polluted air. heavyweight. high
internal gains.
Identify technologies with highlighted
feasibility (-F) ratings; daytime natural vmtil;~tioo, nightc cooling
(natural).
Add highlightcdsuitahility (+S,-S)
ratings for remaining technolopier.

Input parameters
(see notes and maps)

Humidity

1~ry
NoisyIPolluted air

1 Ground oollution
I Residential

I Rctrotit
Limited floorlcciling height
Dccp planlcellular space

I Heavyweight
I Limited solar protectiodHigh solar g i n s
High internal gain5
Closc tempemturc control
Close humidity control

I

Summary sheets
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Night cooling (natural ventilation)
Description
Air flow is inhnduccd into thc building at night by o p i n g
winddvcn&.q n a t i o n of windows/vm& rnk m u a l or
amormtic. AF the air c i d a t a , it m into t h c d contm
with and cools t h c c x p d building fabric in thc occupied zone.
The cool e x p d surfaus will olfsct h a t gins the following
day.

' 1

Applications
Most new and retrofit building with low scnsiblc mling I d ,
in partidar t h n c with priodic lcad~such as offim. t h y be
unsuitable in citia due to air and noise iwllulion. Sccurity and
privacy m m s wuld also hindcr application.

Night: cmling a h m c d

fi

Benefits
- Vny low capital and opnatingcost.
Typical a s t indicatols (relative to a conventional W A C sptem)

(3
(3

Very low, but a t !my k i n c d in o t h m,cg provision
of v i a l s h u n e d w i ~ & ~ ~auto~mting
ts,
m i o n , wind
t o m CtC
(&eration - Enngy
-Verylow
-h n t m
-ion
- Very low, although som will bc q u i d ibr automtic w i n g &vimand additional clcaning m y bc

- Hot clirmte
- F x t d noise and air pollution
- Limited flmlceiling hcight
- lkqplaniccllular s p m

-High hmt gains
-Close tenpaarureihmrddityconhol

Design a i m

-Gus vcntilation air flow
- Avoid o v m l i n g

Design requirements
- Effective aidfabric h
l linking
- Q m d l e winlow or equivalent
-salrityandpri~cy

r
nof 20 to 30 W i d of heat gins. Corresponding
Night cmlingof heavywight mnstructions will offset in the e
~ bc rcduccd for lighhvight
intemal peak q m c tenpaturc ductions an: of the order of 2 to 3 K P e t - f o will
conshuaions Gth littlc cxposcd ~ m .

Spatial considerations
-Fxpxdrmss.
- Ventilation openings in f d c .
- U n o b s ~ t e air
d flow paths.
Combinationswith other technologies
- N~ghtcmling (rmhanical vcntilation) to buat cmling during p k ecds

I
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Night cooling (mechanicalventilation)
Dewiption
Fam arc u d to circulate cool a h i c n t air through llle building
s p a overnight. As tk air circulates, it w m into thcmnl wntact
with and cools the cxposed building E h c in tk muqied s p e .
Thc cool ex& surfam will offset heat gaiw the following day.
(Scc also slab cooling - air where h d tramfa takes place k t w m
t k air and thc slab in dedicated air p h s to preiucll the supply air.)
Applicatiom
Mu;t ticwad rehdit buildingwith lowsensiblecoolingl&s, in
pvticular thos with e d c daily loads such as o f i a .

I

I

Ni&: cooling a h M

P

Benefib
- Low capital and qnating costs
Typical cost indicatols (dative to a conventional HVACsjstem)

Favourable factors
-Cool climtc
- Peridc loads

Unfavourable factols
- I-bt clitmte
-High hwt gins
- Clare t e r r p c n t ~ ~ d iwniml
ty

Dcsign a i m
- Mtiimisc fan prmue drops
- Avoid ovcrcooling

k i g n requiremnts
- Effective aidfabric t h e d linking
- S p for ventilation systcm

Perfommce ( a d climte)
Night cooling of k ~ y w i g hcollmuctim
t
will o f k t in the e o n of 20 to 30 W/nG of heat gins. Cornspotding
inteml peak space tnnpzmuIc reductions are of the order of 2 to 3 K P e r f o m will l
x red& for lighhueight
mnshuaions with little expa;ed m.
Cmling to fan energy mtio is qroxinntely invnscly proportional to system (supply + cx@xt)preswm drop, aid is
typically -3 @ 1OOO Pa
Spatial considerations
- Exposed m.
- Ventilation sptnn including f m , diskibdon ductwork,dffusem ctc.
Combinations with other technologies
- Displacarcnt ventilation to m i a t e n p n a t m in the occupied zone.
- (h
of the followingtoprccml the daytim sllpply air, &cooling
(air); evapmtive cooling (direct
and/or indirect); desiccant +eMpontive cooling slab cooling (air).
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Slab cooling (air)
Description
' b e supply air is psi4thm& dedicated air palls

to bnng it into thmral con!& with the slab before
em5ng the occupied space. High ratg of aidslab heat
hansfer (and t k r e f m charddiscof
coolug) can be achieved in a f l u n k of way%.h e is
towthecaresintheslabsasbfortheair~ly.
Dunngthesurmmr,themolnightairis@
though the slabs to l o w their tanpaatmre. This
stored coolug is then relead the following day by
using the slabs to pre-ccol the supply air. lhe 1n m h of the slab is also often expad to prwide
direct heat exdmge with the occupied space (see
~gtd
-&
d
vdld0n).
Applieatiom
New buildmgs with mo&rate sasible cooling loads,
in patticular t h w with periodic loads such as offices.
lhe hollow core approach is d c t e d to new applications. (Other appmdchg suitable for rehmfimng are lnder
developmnt)

Typieal cost indiCat0~(dative to a oooveational HVAC system)

I

Favourable facton
- Cool climate
- PRiodic I&

Design a i m
-hanintisesystanplessmmOp
- Avoid overnoling at night
-Useslabforheatstomgeinwinter

Design requiremen@
- Effective aidslab thamal lmkmg
-Acoessforcle?mingand~of

ainva~
-Spaceforventilationsy;tw

Perfornnure (mol dimate)
S y s m can gemally keep peak internal space temperature below ambient for heat gains up to -40 W l d without
expad Iowa slab sllrface, -60 W l d with an expad l o w slab s k .
energy ratio is approximately inversely pmporh~nalto sy;rw (supply +
&ling to
pleylne drop, and is

typically-3@1OOOPa
Snatial consideratiom

- Possible increase in slab &@b or floor void to incorpomte air m.

- Ventilation sy;tw inclumng fans, dishibuIion dwhmk, dimses, etc.
Combinations with otber technologies
-Duplacumntventilafionto~~intheoccupiednme
-Night moling (mhanidvBltilatim) to provide space m o h g
- Mechanical cooling to I I E d peak loads.

Selection guidance for low energy cooling technologies
Slab cooling (water)
Description
A pipc network is typically enlbcdded in thc slab itsclfor in a floating
slab -70 mrn thick and located on the ixaring slab. Water is circulated
h a cooling towcr or
through the pipework finm a cooling sourcc s ~ s as
a h a t p~unp,ctc. Thc cooling is stored in thc slabs. Cooling of the
spacc is via hcat transfcr from thc top or bottom surface of the slab.
Thc system can also bc uscd for heating in wintcr.
Applications
Best suited to ncw buildings with mxierate smsiblc h a t gains. It
provides sensiblc cooling only and so is not suitablc for climates with
high humidity.
Benefits
- Low capital and opcrating costs.
l'v~icalcost indicators (relative to a conventional HVAC system)
capital
- S~milar(low W I ~utilising
I
system for hcating as well)
@ Operating - Encrw
- Low
@ Operating - Maintcnancc
- Low

C

Favourable factors
- Low cncl-wlqualitysource of cooling
-Ability to isc systcm for heating in winter

Unfavourdbk factors
-Hot cli~natc
- High h a t p i n s
- Closc tcrnpturc/hunid~tyantrol

CHECK ZONE
Design aims
- Avoidance of condcnsetion problcms
- Surface/airtmip, differential < 4 K

Design requirements
- Pipcwork connections accnsiblc
- Effcctivc slablair themla1 linking
- Spacc for ccnhal cooling and diaribution
Svstcrn

Performance
Cooled floors
30 to 40 Win? with cooling watcr @ 2 2 T occupied spacc @ 26%
Cooled cciling
40 to 50 W i d with cooling water @2WC occupied spacc @26%
(NB A lilrger radiant tcmpcrature asynmet~yis tolcrablc with coolcd ccilings than floors giving a highcr cooling
capacity.)
Thc ratio of cooling producal to energy for gcncrdtion and distribution will primarily dcpcnd on the sourcc of
cooling utiliscd.
Spatial considerations
- Exxpscd slab surface.
- Central cooling plant a d distribution systan including pumps, pipcwork ,and d i n g s m c (eg cooling towers,
ground cooling - wdtcr, scil water cooling, mechanical cooling.)
Combinations with other technologies
- Low energyiquality sourccs of cooling including cooling towers, aquifcr and sealriverilakc watcr cooling.
- Mechanical cooling, possibly utilising a low cncrgy source for condcnscr cooling, eg aquifcr or scalriverilakc water
cooling.
- Displacement ventilation with cooled ceilings to rcduce temperatures in thc occupied zonc.
- Onc ofthe following t~hnologicsto pre-cool thc supply air; slab cmling (air); ground cooling (air).
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Evaporative cooling (direct and indirect)
Description
Water is evapnted in non-saturated air to
produce a drop in dry bulb tcqmature and
an associated rise in thc moisture content.
Direct evaporative cooling is where this taka
placc in the supply airstrcam. 7he indircct
approach cools the exhaust airstream This air
thcn scnsibly cools thc supply air ria an
air-[*air heat exchangcr (which can also tc
u s d for heat recovcry in winter). I h e two
approaches can tc uscd in isolation or in an
indirectidirect combination.

-

Direct evaporative cmling

Applications
New or retrofit buildings with low internal
gains. (Also mcd to prcsool condenw air.)
Benefits
- Low cooling cncrby cost.
- Low capital cost.
- High k s h air flow ~ i t give
a good
ventilation.

Indircct cvaprativc cooling

Typical cost indicaton (mlative to a conventional HVAC system)

c '"E
\

Operating - filerby
- Low, small amount ofcxtra fan and p i u q powa plus watcr wnwmption
Operating - Maintenance
-Similar
Favourable facton
- h y climtc

Unfavourable facton
- Humid clillute
-High hcat gains
- Closc tc~npnaturehumiditycontrol
- Legionclla concern although risk limited
by low water tem~rature!

Design a i m
- Heat rccovcry u ~ i n heat
g exchanger to
pre-hat outdoor air in winta

Design requiremenls
- Space for ventilation systcm

Performance (dry climate)
Direct coolers

lndirectidirect coolcrs

Sutcooling of supply air -80% o f wet bulb depression1
Ratio of cooling delivered to cnergy for generation and distribution -7
Water consumption-1.3 1/MI ofcooling
Subcooling o f supply air -120% of wct bulb depression'
Ratio o f cooling delivered to cncrgy for generation and distribution -4
Water consumption -1.5 M1/1 ofcooling

Spatial considerations
- Ventilation system including fans, evaporators, distribution ductwork, diffuwrs, etc.
Combinations with other technologies
- Night cooling (mechanical ventilation) to proridc space cooling.
- Displacement ventilation to reduce tempatwcs in the occupid zonc
- Mechanical cooling to meet peak loads.

'Ihe wet bulb depression is the difference bctwccn the ambient dry and w t bulb te!npcratiua

Selection guidance for low energy cooling technologies
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Desiccant and evaporative cooling
kcription
Moisturc in thc supply air is renwved by a desiccant
material i n thc dchumidifier. During dehumidifcation
heat is rclcascd increasingthc dry bulb temperature.
Thc dry bulb tcmpcrahuc is thcn reduced by heat
exchangc with thc exhaust air followed by auxiliaty
dircct cvapntivc cooling.
l i e desiccant c a i citlicr bc solid or liquid.

Auxiliary
Emmtive

Applications
Bcst suited to ncw and retrofit buildings whcre low
cost heat cncrgy is availablc.
Benefits
- Use of altcrnativc energy sources and w t c heat for
rcgcncration.
- Load imnagcmnt by shifting elcrtrical
consunption to a t h m l source.
- l~nprovcmntin IAQ (Indoor Air Quality) for
dcsiccants which act as bactericides.
Typical cost indicators (relative to a conventional HVAC system)
Capital
-High
Opcrating - Energy
:
Lnw if waste hcat or chem thenml s o w c availablc
Opcrating - Maintcnancc
-Similar

ad
&

I

Favourable factors
- Wastc hcat or cheap t h e d sourcc
available

I

Design a i m
- Air tiltcn to increase life span of

dehumidifier

Unfavourable factors
- Closc tcnipmturehumidity control
- Dry climtc

I

Design requirements
- Spacc for vcntilation system
- Supply and cxhact airstrearm n o m l l y

Pedormancc
.~
Overall ratios of cwling output to regeneratio11and mcillary cncrgy input of about I are achievable at prcxnt
Dcvclopmcnt of advanceddesiccant mterials aid i i ~ o v cyclcs
d
m y l j v c ratios above 1.7. (NB Thcr*, valucs
should tc sccn in the context o f use of alternative energy sowccs/\~.stcheat and thc low dew p i n t terrqrraturcs
which a 1 tc achieved) Performance of auxilliaty evaprativc cooler will typically be as detailed under cvaprativc
cooling. Example delivered m l i n g p-formancc figures for a gas driven unit in a warm scmihumid climtc arc
gas COP=2.6, clcctrical CoF11.6.
~

~

~

Spatial considerations
- Ventilation sqstcm including fans, desiccant device, evaporators, distribution ductwork, diffusers, ctc.
Combinations m t h other technologies
- Night cooling (mhanical ventilation) to provide space cooling
- Displaccmnt vcntilation to reduce trmperaturcs in thc cccupid zonc.
- Evaprativc cooling of the reactivation airstream reducing thc rcquircmcnt for auxiliaty cooling but incrcasing thc
amount of hcat needed for reactivation.
S p i a l i s t Applications
Desiccant m l i n g with mechanical nther than cvaporativc auxiliary cooling is applicable as a low cncrgy cooling option
in spialist applications where low humidity or scparatc control o f temperature and humidity is requircd cg ice rinks,
supermarkets, ctc.
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Chilled ceilings/beams
Description
The cooling units arc oRen integrated with false ceilings. Cooling
is provided by circulating cool water (-16OC) through the units.
Chilled ceilings have flat pancl units which transfer cooling to
the space primirily by radiation. Chilled beam have a morc
open structiuc and rcly on convcctive air movenwnt as the
prlnc~plcmczhanism for h u t transfcr.
Applications
Ncw and rctrotit buildings with medium internal gains

Chilled ceilings

Benefits
-Can be used in conjunction with a low quality source of cooling
duc to the relatively high cooling water temperature.
- Cooling supplicd within thc space limiting the requiremnts of
the ventilation system to providing fresh air, so reducing plant and
ductwork space rcquircmcnts ana fan energy consumption.
Typical cost indicators (relative to a conventional HVAC systcm)
Chilled beams

C

O p c ~ ~ t i -n gEncrgy
- Low
w m t i n g - Maintenance
-Similar

a

I

Favourable factors
- Low cncrbylquality source of cooling

I

Unfavourahle factors
- Closc k~npcnturehumiditycontrol

CHECKZONE
Design aims
- Avoidance of condcnsation problems

Design requirements
- Spacc for cooling elenwnts
- Spacc for ccntnl cooling and distribution

Chilled ceilings -40 W i d ~ i c a l l assuming
y
50"hactivc arca with cooling water @16OC occupied spacc
@ 26OC
Chilled beam -60 W i d Qically with coolingwatcr @16T occupicd space @26OC
The performance of both is approximately proportional to cooling mtcrloccupied space tempmture differential
Output from chilled beams can vary considelably with daign.
Overall cooling Cocflicicnt of Performance (COP)will be depcndcnt on cooling source selected.
Spatial considerations
-Chilled ceilingskuns.
- Cenhal cooling plant and distribution including pumps, pipcwork and cooling source (eg cooling towers, g r o u ~ d
l
cooling - watcr, sea/riverllake water cooling, m h a n ~ c a cooling).
Combinations with other technologies
- Displaccmnt vcntilation to reduce temperatures in thc occupicd zonc and to provide fresh air and humidity control
with chilled ceilinp. (NB lntcraction of chilled beams with displaccmcnt vcntilation not established.)
- One of thc following tczhnologies to pre-cool the supply air; slab cooling (air); ground cooling (air).
- Low enerbylquality sources of cooling including cooling towcrs, aquifer and sedriverilake water cooling.
- Mechanical cooling, possibly utilising a low energy source for condenser cooling, cg aquifer or seairiverllake wdtel
cooling.

Selection guidance for low energy cooling technologies
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Displacement ventilation
Description
Displaccmnt ventilation is buoyancy dnvcn air

Icvcl. This spread? slowly across thc epacc, providing
a soutcc o f cool air for convective pl~uncswhich kmn
around l ~ ahcat
l sources. Tlic plums sprcad out
below thc ceiling to form a w n stmtificd layer from
which thc air is cxtractcd.

b

1

I
I

Applications
..
Most new and rc11vIitbuildings with d m t c cooling loads.
Higlicr cooling l a d s are otkn lnct by using in combination with chilled ccilingj.

- Highcr air supplyiextmct temperatures than for convcntional ~nixcdsystcm can reduce cooling cncrgy consumption.
- Morc c f f d v e rcmval ofconlaminants than for convcntional mixcd systcrn? k a u s c removal is dircn rathcr than via
dilution.
Typical cost indicaton (relative to a conventional HVAC system)

C

Operating - Encrgy
- Low
@crating - Maintenance
-Similar

Favourable Factors
- Surface tanpentux o f h a t sourccs >3YC

Uniavourable factors
-Close tcnipaturefhumidity control
- Strong disturbances to air flows from cg
mvcnrnts or downdfafb
I

Design aims
-Supply air temperature >18T
- Space vertical tcmp. gradicnt 4 . 5 KIm

Desip requirements
-Large floor to wiling hcight rcquira! ic
>2.7m
- Spacc for low v c l ~ i t air
y tenninal devices
at low levcl

Performance
Capacity limited lo 30 to 40 W i d by nlaxiniwn tolerdble venial tcmperdhm gadient in the occupicd zone.
(NB Highcr gains could k met i f a sipificant p r o p l i o n are at high lcvel out of thc occupicd zone cg lights.)
OHai uscd in conjunctiun with chillcd ccilings to ~ncethighcr cwling loads. In thcsc applications the pritrary
function o f the displaccmnt ventilation is nnnmlly to provide fresh air and humidity control.
Displaccmnt air flow systcm will typially reducc eflicetivc occupicd space tcmpmture by -1 K (quivalent
to ofkctting -5 W / d o f hcat gains) in cotnparison with conventional mixed systcm.
Spatial considerations
- Largc flwr lo cciling height, > 2.7 ~n
- Low vclocity air temiinal deviccs.
Combinations ~ i t other
h
tethnologies
- One of the following to provide space cooling; night cwling (mechanical ventilation); chilled cciling - intcnction
with chilled beam not established; slab cooling (watcr).
-One o f the following to prc-cool thc supply air; ground cooling (air); evaprativc cooling (direct andor indirect);
desiccant + evaporative woling; slab cwling (air); aquifer woling; sealriverllakc watcr cwling: mechanical
cooling.

20
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Ground cooling (air)
Description
Outside air is dmwn through an
undergrnund piping systm by the
ventilation plant. Heat transfer from
the ground provides pre-cooling in
the s u m r and prc-heating in the
winter.

plant

"2.

Applications
New m c h a ~ c a l l yvent~latedbuildings
with suitable gound conditions.
Dest suitcd to ofice buildings with a
moderate cmling d c m d .
Benefits
Reduces peak d e m d for cooling and heating. This prcduccs Iowa energy and installation costs for the r a t oFthe
HVAC systcm
Tmical cost indieaton ( d a t i v e to a conventional HVAC system)
- High (to low for residential buildings)
Operating - Energy
- Low
Operating - Maintenance
- Low

Favourable factors
- Ground tempadture 12°C or lowcr
- Located in sand4pvcl+ k l o w water level
- Moving gound water

Unfavourable factors
- Hot climate
- Rocky ground
- Ground pollution eg radon
- High heat gains
-Close temratureihumidilv conid

Design a i m
- Insulate the system from building heat gain
- Minimise piping system pressure drops

Design requirements
- Space requiremnt for piping systcm
- Access require~mtsfor m i n t e m c c
- Sealing in wet ground

Perionnaoce (cool climate)
Peak
- Cmling with ambicnt air @3ZUC
- Heating with ambient air @ -5OC
Seasonal
-Cooling
- Heating

45 Win? of bmund coupling arca
45 Win? of bmund coupling arca

8-10 k W n ? of ground coupling arca
I s 1 5 k W m 2 orground coupling area

Spatial considerations
- Crwnd m E n g system typically at 5 m depth, area a function of output as notcd under pcrfom1ce.
- Acccss to ground cmling system.
Combinations with other technologies
- Displacement ventilation to rcduce temperatures in the cccupied zone.
-One ofthe following to provide space cmling; night cooling (mcchanieal ventilation); chilled ceilinpbeum;
slab cmling (water) - cmled ceiling.

Selection guidance for low energy cooling technologies

Aquifer
Description
The basic system cons~stsof two well sets drillcd in thc sand bed.
Water is p u ~ q e dfram one wcll set to the other in summer with
cooling extrdcted via a hcat exchanger. This cooling can cithcr he
used directly to cool the spacelsupply air, or indirectly as condenser
water.
The cycle is reversed in wintn with the extracted heat nomlly uscd
to wann the ventilation supply air.
Applications
New and retrofit building$ with p s s area.. in c x c w of 6,000 rd
with a suicablc aquikr bctwecn 30 m and 200 m in depth limited by
tight layers of clay or a similar t)?R of soil matn~al.

Summer

Benefits
- Low cooling encrgy cost.
T l ~ i c awst
l indicaton (relative to a conventional HVAC systcm)
A
Capital
- Hi&
(to similar for small svstcms)
- ,
op'ating - herby
- Low
Opcrdting - Maintcnancc
- Similar

a

Favourable facton
- Aquifcr of sand or limstone bounded by
tight layers of clay or similar soil material
- Climatcs with a heating
cooling season
for intersea..onal storage

Unfavourable facton
-Hot climate
-Taxes or restrictions on p u n d water use
- Moving ground water compromising
interseasonal storage

Design aims
- Balance heating and cooling extracted

Design requirements
- Cold and wam well sets should be I00 to
150 m apan
- Space for heat exchanger etc

Performance (cool climate)
Cool wells remain betwecn 6 to 1O0C,producing cooling water @-12°C in Summer
Warn1 wells remain hetween 12 to 2Z°C, producing heating water @-IOOC in Wmtn
Water extraction typically -25 Its per well pair giving a peak capacity of-900 kW cooling
Seasonal cooling storage per well pair -1000 kWannum
Ratio of cooling produced to energy for generation (not distribution) -10.
Spatial mnsiderations
- Ground cooling system with cold and mwcll sets 100 to 150 m apart, depth typically 30 to 200 n&
sire typically 1.5 x 1.5 Q n u m h of wells is a function of output as notcd undcr perfomnce.
- Heat exchanger, circulating pumps, distribution pipcwork ctc.
Combinations with other technologies
- Onc of thc following technologies to usc the low quality cooling to dircctly cool thc space; chillcd
ceilmgsibeams; slab cooling (watcr).
- Dsplacement ventilation to reducc temperatures in the occupied zone.
-Mechanical cool~ngusing the low quality cooling water as condenser water.
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Sea/river/lake water cooling
Description
Watcr IS pun@ from thc dcptl% by an opcn loop
systcmn and cooling extmcted via a hcat exchangcr.
This cwling can cithcr bc ddirectly to cool tlic
spaccJsupply alr, or indirectly as condenser watcr.
I n wintcr, warm water returning to thc heat exchanger
can bc usal to prc-hcat incoming fresh air.

Closal I m p

watcr

Wann
water

Sca levcl

AA/VVVV\

Applications
New and rctrofit building with d c r a t c cooling
loads which are located ncar scairivcrllakc with low
tempcraturcs.

v
F

Sedriverllake water opcn I m p

Benefits

- "Frce"

cooling can bc provided by the cold watcr
source for most o f thc year
- Low operating cost.

Typiral cost indicators (relative to a conventional HVAC system)
Capilal
- High (but can bc lowcr depending on systcm size m d availability)
Operating - Encrby
- Low
Operating - Maintenance
-Similar

A

Q
Q

II
I

Unlavourahle factors

Favourable factors

- Proximity to cold watcr source

- Hot climnatc

- Grcat dcpth rcquircd to rcach cold water
- Salinity in x a watcr cncounging con-osiom

CHECK ZONE
Design a i m

- Minimise cold watcr source pumping costs
- Eliminate corrosion and fouling possibilities
- Compatibility with mechanical cooling

I

in cquipment

k i g n requirements
- Spce for hcat cxchangcr ctc

Perfomnnce
En'cctivc direct cwling occurs only whcn intake tempcratiurs arc below IODC. Lowcr intake temnpcraturcs nwy
not be suficicnt howcver when building cooling loads are high and heat transfcr rat= are constrained by
ptunping capacities, Indirect cwling orcondcnscrs in conjtlnction with ~ n a h i i c acooling
l
is cfl'cctivc providcd
intakc tenipcratures rcmnain bclow 1393.
Cathcdic protation i s oficn used as a nmns to impaic nwrinc growth and cotrosion in equipment.

Spatial considerations
- I-lcatcxchangcr, circulating pumps, distribution pipcwork etc.

Combinations with other technologies

-One o f the following technologics to usc Uic water to dircctly cool the spacc; chilled ceilingsbcamm; slab cooling
(water).
- M a h l i c a l cooling using the cool water as condenser water.
- Displacenient ventilation to reduce teniperatures in the occupicd zonc.

Selection guidance for low energy cooling technologies
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Summary
The aim of Annex28 is to investigate the feasibility of, and provide design
tools and guidance on, the application ofalternative cooling strategies to
buildings. Outputs from the Annex include a review ofthe technologies,
design tools and case study descriptions.'This report is a compilation of
&midancedeveloped for use during early design. The guidance has been
contributed by the individual member countries participatingin the Annex.
The pidance is based on design charts and tables and practical
information. The type of~midancevaries hetween the technologies as
appropriate, depcndingon their type and state ofdevelopment. For example,
the guidance for night cooling is predominantly design charts and tables as
the equipment and construction techniques used are well established. This is
not the case for a technoloby like ground cooling (air) for which a
considerable amount ofpractical guidance has becn provided.
The content ofthe chapters is as follows.

ChapterA The app,plrcabi%;3r
of evaporafiiiecoolii~gi11 commerrialoflcc buildings
Tabulated maximum temperatures, percentage hours undercooled
and electricity consumption (fans and cooling) for 14 system
confiprations and 24 climates.
Generated by D O E software.

ChapterU Euaporatiue cooling tiI 0

1 brrihlings

Tabulated peaktemperatures/coolingcoil loads under summer
design conditions plus annual energy (heating, cooling and fan)
and water consumptions per annum for French climates Trappes,
Carpentras and Nice.
Generated by COMET thermal software.

Chapter C Slab cooling ystem with water
Charts for estimating the cooling provided in combination with a
cooling tower based on indoor plus outdoor dry and wet bulb
temperatures.

Chapter11 Nzght ~.oolingvenfilatkm in UK commercial buildi~zgs
Design curves to predict peaktemperatures, free cooling provided
and fan energy consumption for south-east UK climate.
Generated by IES FACET software.

ChapterE Nzghl ~.oo/mgiiz residentia/ bui1ding.s
Tabulated data to establish minimum solar protection required to
limit peak temperatures for four French climates.
Generated by COMET thermal software.

ChapterF Gmmd conplcdair.ystem
Design curves for capacity and sizing ofsimple systems based on
Detailed Design Tool documented in IEA Annex 28 Subtask 2
Report 3.
Practical installation pidance.
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Introduction
This report is a compilation ofguidance for low energy cooling technologies
intended for use during early design. It constitutes part o f t h e output o f t h e
IEA's project Annex28 in fulfilling its aim to provide design tools and
guidance on the application ofalternative cooling strategies to buildings.
Guidance has also been developed by the Annex to assist with technology
selection prior to early d e s i p (Report 1,which is included in this publication).
Detailed design tools have been developed for the detailed design and
simulation. A review o f t h e technologies and case study descriptions have also
been produced (see Preface).
T h e guidance is hased on design charts and tables and practical
information. T h e type ofguidance varies between the technologies as
appropriate dependingon their type and state ofdevelopment. For example,
the bmidancc for night cooling is predominantly design charts and tables as
the equipment and construction techniques used are well established. This is
not the case for a t e c h n o l o ~ ylike b ~ o u n dcooling (air) for which a
considerable amount ofpractical guidance has been provided.
Where design charts and tables have been provided, thedata for these have
generally been generated by simulation using the Detailed Design Tools
documented in Annex 28 Subtask2 Report 3. In somecases, the data have
been generated only for the climate ofthe guidance originator. In these cases
it may be that other Annex Participants have produced data for their own
climates.
T h e tools all contain the followingparts:
1 Introduction - a briefdescription o f t h c technoloby and the tool
2 l'arameters - definition ofassumptions made for generating the design
guidance
3 Design charts or tables- the design guidance
Other parts have been added to tools as necessary t o cover practical guidance,
references. etc.

Chapter A

The applicability
of
evaporative cooling in
commercial office
buildings
-

To determine the applicability ofevaporative cooling in commercial office
buildings, computer simulations were done using the DOE-2.1E program[l'
for various evaporative cooling systems as either stand-alone systems or
precoolers for ar-conditioningsystems in a range ofbuilding conditions and
climate variations. T h e performance of the evaporative cooling system was
evaluated in tcrms ofboth comfort conditions and electricity use as compared
with a standard air-conditioningsystem.
T h e results are presented as a set oftables showing the maximum indoor
temperatures, percentage ofannual hours undercooled, and thc electricity
consumption for cooling and Eans for 14 system confiprations (nine standalone, four precooling, and one conventional packaged variable-air-volume
system) and 12 building variations (two levels ofinternal gains, two thermal
mass conditions, three solar apertures). Twcnty-four climate conditions have
been studied. 14 in North America (11 in the US and three in Canada) and ten
in Europe (two in Portugal, three in France, and one each in the UK, T h e
Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany and Finland).

T h e intent ofthestudy is to provide guidelines on thegeneral applicability of
evaporative cooling by climate for a range oftypical building conditions and
operating conditions, rather than to analyse any particular building or control
strategy in depth. T h e typical prototype building is a 1858 mZoffice building of
either two or three floors, modelled as ten zones (five perimeter zones and
one core zone on each floor).
Solar aperture
Three levels ofsolar p i n are studied:
low (30% window-to-wall ratio, 0.70 shading coefficient),
medium (30% window-to-wall ratio, 1.0 shading coefficient), and
high (60% window-to-wall ratio, 1.0 shading coefficient).
T h e windows are modelled as either single or double panedepending on
location.
Internal gains
Twolevels of internal gains are studied:
high (39 W/m2 for lights, 11W/m2 for equipment). and
low (16 W/mZ for lights and 5 W/m2 for equipment).
T h e hourly schedules for lights, electrical equipment, and occupants are
shown in Figure 1.
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Thermal inertia
T w o conditions ofthermal mass are considered:
high, representinga heavy concrete construction with 30 cm concrete
masonry walls, 20 cm heavy concrete floors, and a floor weight of
636 kg/m2, and
light r e p r e s e n t i n ~ alight steel-frame construction with 15 cm lightweight
walls, 10 cm lightweight concrete floors and a floor weight of 150 kg/m2.

!

Occupancy and shell thermal integrity
T h e occupant density and level ofthermal integrity o f t h e building have been
varied by location based on government survey data for the US'?] or
Appendix B o f t h e IEAAnnex28 Suhtask 1 report for other countries[''.
These are summarised in 'Fable 1.
Workday

Weekend and Holidays

C

I
om
0

n

n

a

9

I

u

n

17

a

mrdW

Figure 1 Building internal schedules

Countries

Perimeter

Core

Wall

Roof

panes

US Northeast
US Northcentral
US South
US West
Canada

20
35
25
33
25

20
35
25
33
25

0.52
0.40
0.52-2.30
0.47-1.15
0.37

0.33
0.24
0.33-0.42
0.294.57
0.26

2
2
1
1
2

Portugal
The Netherlands
France
Germany

10
10
10
20
10

10
14
10
10
10

0.60
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60

0.60
0.30
0.40
0.30
0.45

2
2
2
2
2

13

17

8

8

10
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0.25
0.28
0.30

0.20
0.22
0.20

2
3
3

UK

Switzerland
Finland
Sweden

2.1 Climate variations
Fourtecn locations in North America and ten in Europe have been considered
in this study. T h e 11 US climates include the six categorised previously for
plus two additional locations in the
Annex 28 (IEA Subtask 1
Midwest, two in the Wcst, and o w on the West Coast. T h e two West climates
(Denver and Albuquerque) have short dry summers for which evaporative
cooling is particularly suited. T h e three Canadian climates (Halifax, Toronto
and Edmonton) are cool, but with vcry different levels ofbumidity. T h e
European climates are all cool compared with US climates, but most are semihumid or humid, reducingthe effectiveness for evaporative cooling. T h e
general climate statistics for the 24 climates are shown in Table 2. T h e
locations of the 24 cities are shown in Figure 2.
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City

Climate description

North American
Minneapolis
New York
Washington
Miami
Phoenix

locations
US 1 (warm/semi-humid)
US 2 (warm/semi-humid)
US 3 (hot/humd)
US 4 (very hovvery hum~d)
US 5 (very hovdry)

Los Angeles
Chicago
Fort Worth
Denver
Albuquerque

US 6 (mild/semi-humid)
Warm and semi-humid
Hot and semi~humid
Warm and dry
Warm and very dry

San Francisco
Haiifax
Toronto
Edmonton

Cool and sem-humid
Canada 5 icoolhum~d)
Canada 1 (cool/semi-humid)
Canada 3 (cool/dry)
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Cooling
degree hours,,'

Enthalpy
~.
'h,o,us,r

Cooling
degree hours,,'

Enthaby
..
hours

Wl

(kJ/(kgeC1)

("C)

(kJ/(kgoC)1

European locations
Porto
Portugal 1
Lisbon
Portugal 1
Trappes
France 2
Carpentras
France 3
Nice
France 4
Eelde
Kew
Zurich
Frankfurt
Helsinki

The Netherlands
United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
Finland

31

-

For explanation of climate parameters, see p 6 4 of Subtask 1 report'"

Figure 2 Representative North American and European climates studied
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2.2 System characteristics
2.2.1 Stand-alone evaporative cooling systems
This analysis considered three types ofstand-alone systems (direct, indirect,
and indirect/direct) offour sizes providing4.8,12 or 16 air changes per hour
(ach) of evaporatively-cooled outdoor air. A schematic drawing o f t h e
cvaporative cooling system configured in DOE-2 is shown in Figure 3. T h e
effectiveness o f a direct module is modelled as 0.85 at full-load conditions,
while that ofan indirect module is modcllcd as 0.60 at a wet-bulb temperature
of26.7 "C. Since the stand-alone units are assumed to have constant-volume
fans, there is no change in effectiveness at part-load conditions, hut the
indirect effectiveness varies with the wet-bulh temperature bascd on the
calculations using thc Detailed Design 'l'ool['] (also see Figure 4).
To calculate the energy consumed by the evaporative coolingsystems, the
following modelling assumptions are used for fan static pressure and
efficiency:
0 direct s y s t e m - 100 mm ofwater. 0.00025 kW/m3/hour
0 indirect systems - 100 m m ofwater, 0.00068 k W / d / h o u r
0 indirect/direct system - 125 m m ofwater, 0.0010 k W / d / h o u r

-

;
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-
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8
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Heating

i

-----------,

;
,

Dashed Lines.
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.
.....
....-I

.
1-*

Exhaust Air

...--2

Return Fan

Figure 3 Stand-aloneevaporative cooling systems

2.2.2 Evaporative precooling systems
There are many situations where evaporative cooling cannot provide
sufficient cooling to warrant use as a stand-alone system, but it can be used
effectively to precool the supply air and reduce the need for mechanical
cooling. Four evaporative precoolingconfignrations are considered in this
study: indirect with outdoor air as the secondary air, indirect with room
exhaust air as the secondary air, and indirect/direct systems with thesame
two secondary air choices.
As with the stand-alone units, the effcctivcness o f t h e direct and indirect
modules is assumed as 0.85 and 0.60 respectively. However, since the systems
havevariable-speed tins, their full-load effectiveness increases underpartload conditions as shown in Figure 4. Both the direct and indirect systems are
assumed to increase the fan static pressure by 12 m m ofwater, while the
indirect/direct system is assumed to increase it by 25 mm ofwater.
T h e mechanical cooling system is assumed to be a packaged variable-airvolume system identical to the conventional air-conditioningsystem
described in the following section. N o attempt has been made to downsize
the mechanical system since under peak wet-bulb conditions, evaporative
precooling potential is probably very small to nil. Figure 5 is a schematic
drawingofa standard mechanical cooling system with evaporative
precooling. T h e drawing shows outside air being used as thesecondary air,
but room exhaust air is also considered in the simulations.
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Figure 4 Evaporative cooling effectiveness curves
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Figure 5 Evaporative precooling systems
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2.2.3 Conventional air-conditionine svstem
T h e conventional air-conditioning system is modelled as a packaged variahleair-volumesystem (PVAVS) similar t o those typically installed in small- t o
mediun-sized office buildings. T h e PVAVS is modelled using DOE-2 d e h l t
values, ie a COl'of2.78, and a supply fan efficiency of0.0012 k ~ / m ~ / h o u r .
T h e DOE-2 program is also used t o size the system automatically based o n
the building's cooling load. A schematic representation o f t h e PL7A\'S is
shown in Figure 6.
~

2.3 System operation
T h e HVAC system is assumed to be operated with a typical ofice schedule
that runs from 07.00 h to 18.00 h on workdays, 08.00 to 14.00 h on Saturdays,
and offon Sundays and holidays. When the system is on, heating is set to
21.1 "C and cooling to 25.8 OC. T h e stand-alone evaporative cooling system is
also operated with the same schedule.

34
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Figure 6 Conventional packaged variable-air-volumesystem
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The results from the DOE-2 simulations are shown in Tables 3 to 26 using a
format similar to that developed by J K Millet in his parallel Annex 28 study
on evaporative coolingin France[']. Each eable gives the results for one
location. The 12 building conditions are shown across the top in order of
increasing cooling loads from a building with low internal gains, low solar
aperture, and high thermal inertia, to one with high internal gains, high solar
aperture, and low thermal inertia. The sub-tables show (from top to hottom):
1 the peak indoor temperatures in the perimeter (per) and core (cor) zones
in 'C;
2 the percentage of annual hours where zone temperatures exceeded the
thermostat setting (1% = 87.6 hours); and
3 the total electricity consumed by the fans and cooling system in kWh/m2 of
floor area.
T h e first sub-table indicates the performance of the evaporative cooling
systems under design or peak conditions. The boxes are shaded dark, with
white numbers, ifthe maximum zone temperatures exceed 34 "C, medium if
they are between 30 "C and 34 "C,and light ifthey are between 26 "C and
30 "C. Ifthe maximum zone temperature never reached 26'C, the box is left
white.
T h e secondsub-table indicates theseasonal performance ofthe
evaporative cooling systems by showing the number ofhours when they are
umble to maintain the thermostat settings. The boxes are shaded dark, with
white numbers, ifthe total number ofundercooled hours exceeds 10% or
876 hours, medium ifit is between 5 and 10% (438-875 hours), and light ifit is
between 1% and 50%(88-438 hours). Ifthe total number ofundercooled hours
is below 1%or 88 hours, the box is left white.
T h e third sub-table indicates the energy savings ofthe evaporative cooling
systems relative t o the reference PVAV system. The row showing total
electricity consumed by the reference system is highlighted with light
shading. The boxes showing the electricity consumed by the various
evaporative cooling or evaporative precooling systems have medium shading
ifthey exceed that ofthe referencecooling system, indicatingenergy
penalties.
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Table 7

Evap.
Pre-

PVAVS + indlOA

55

62

90

62

70

101

65

94

122

94

104

132

PVAVS + indlR4

53

60

87

60

68

99

62

90

118

90

100

128

55
55

61

88

60

69

97

93

120

92

101

128

62

89

61

69

99

84
85

94

122

93

103

130

Cooling PVAVS + indldirlOA
PVAVS + indldirlRA
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Table 8
Location

I

Los Angeles CA

internal gains

solar gains

IPercent hours undercooled

law internal gains

low

I

medium

I

I

high

high internal gains
low

I

medium

I

high

I
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Table 11

Pre-

PVAVSrindlRA

Cooling PVAVStindldirlOA
PVAVS + indldirlR4

1
1

1

20
17
19

1
1

1

24
20
21

1
1

1

37
31
33

1
1

1

24
20
22

1
1

1

29
24
26

1
1
1

47
39
41

1
1

1

37
31
34

1
1
1

--

40
34

37

1
1
1

53
44
48

1
1
1

-

41
35
37

1
1
1

46
36
41

1
1
1
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52
57
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Table 15
Location
internal gains
-

solar gains
Inertia
bldg location

I

Toronto ON

I

low internal gains

I
I

low
high

I

low

1
I

medium
high

I

low

I
I

high

I

high internal gains

I

high
low

I

low
high

I

low

I

medium
high

1

low

1

I

high
high

I

low
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Table 19
Location

I

Trappes FR

bldg location

Evap.
Pre-

PVAVS + indlOA
PVAVS + indlRA

Cooling PVAVS + indldidOA
PVAVS + indldirlRA

I

low

solar gains
Inertia

high internal gains

low internal gains

internal gains
high

I

low

I

medium
high

I

low

I
I

high

I

I

low

high
low

high

I

low

I

medium
high

I

low

I

I

high
high

I

low

per lcor lper lcor lper lcor lper lcor lper lcor )per lsor per lcor (per lcor [per lcor lper lcor lper lcor lper lcor

18
17
11
11

21
19
12
12

23
26
17
17

22
20
13
13

25
23
15
15

36
31
22
21

33
28
21
20

36
30
22
22

43
36
26
26

37
31
23
22

41
34
25
24

51
43
31
30
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Table 24

I

I~acatian

I

Zurich HEL

I
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Table 25

I

I

11 nc.tinn
internal gains
solar gains

I

1

Frankfurt GER

I
low

low internal gains
medium

1

I

I
high

high internal gains
low

I

medium

I

high
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I ~ o o l i n aand Fan Enerov Use IkWhlm2L
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The tables show that the performance ofevaporative cooling varies
tremendously with the humidity, or more specifically, wet-bulb temperatures,
for a given climate. Furthermore, because the capacity ofevaporative cooling
is constrained by atmospheric conditions and economicallyjustifiable air flow
rates, its applicability also depends on the amount ofcooling loads that must
be removed.
Tables 3 , 4 , 5 , 9 and 15 show that in the humid summer conditions
throughout the eastern part ofthe US and Canada (Minneapolis, New York,
Washington, Chicago and Toronto), stand-alone evaporative cooling systems
have minimal applicability, except possibly indirect/direct units at 12 ach in
well designed buildings. Even so, the indoor temperatures will be noticeably
higher than in air-conditioned buildings, and the energy savings will be small
to negative. As precoolers, however, evaporative cooling can still provide
energy savings, particularly when the room exhaust air is used as the
secondary air. This can be considered as a way to recover the coolness from
the refrigerated exhaust air.
Tables 6 and 10 show that in the extremely humid climates ofMiami and
Fort Worth, evaporative cooling does not work for all building conditions.
There are small energy savings for precoolingwith room exhaust air, but they
are probably not economicallyjustifiable.
Tahles 11 and 16 show that evaporative cooling performs very well in
Denver and Edmonton, which have moderately hot but dry summers. Standalone evaporative cooling systems, even direct systems, will maintain
satisfactory indoor temperatures at 8 ach in all hut the most unfavourable
buildingconditions, egperimeter zones with high solar gains. At 12 ach, the
indoor temperatures are similar to those with conventional air conditioning,
but the energy savings are reduced from 30-50% to 15-30%.
Table 12 shows that in Albuquerque, which has hotter but equally dry
summers as Denver, an indirecvdirect evaporative cooling system at 8 ach is
sufficient for buildings with low tomoderateloads, but 12 ach may be needed
in buildings with higher cooling loads. In both climates there are also
substantial energy savings from the use ofevaporative precooling.
Table 8 shows that in Los Angeles, which has a Mediterranean climate with
mild but semi-humid conditions, stand-alone indirect/direct evaporative
cooling at between 4 and 8 ach will maintain adequate indoor temperatures
provided that the building has low to moderate amounts ofsolar gains. In
buildings with larger cooling loads, stand-alone indirect/direct units at 12 ach
are necessary. In terms ofenergy savings, the stand-alone units are always
beneficial, but only ifthey are indirect/direct evaporativeprecoolingsystems.
Table 7 shows that for Phoenix, which has a very hot and dry desert climate,
the cooling loads are so large that very high air fbw rates are needed to provide
adequate evaporative cooling, and even then only for buildings with low
cooling loads. Although Phoenix is the centre ofthe residential evaporative
cooling market, the simulations show that for a medium-sized office building,
indoor temperatures will be unacceptably high, except possibly for
indirect/direct systems at 16 ach in a well built building. Even so, there are no
energy savings compared with conventional air conditioning. As a precooling
system, both indirect and indirect/direct systems provide moderate savings
with no difference between usingreturn or outside air as the secondary air.
For the European climates studied, evaporative cooling showed good
potential in most locations because oftheir low cooling loads and moderate
humidity during the summer, especially Trappes, Carpentras, Nice, The
Netherlands, Kew and Helsinki (Tables 19 to 23 and 26). In Porto, Lisbon,
Zurich and Frankfurt, evaporative cooling potentials seem limited to systems
with 8 ach or more in well built buildings with low cooling loads. There is very
little energy savings benefits from evaporative precooling in any of the
European climates studied.
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Chapter B

Evaporative cooling in
office buildings
-

For evaporative cooling, evaporation orwater is used to decrease the dry-bulb
tcmpereture ofair. Wetted-pad media or watcr sprays may be used Tor
evaporation ofthe water. There are two main categories ofevaporative
cooling: direct and indirect.
For direct evaporative cooling, water is evaporated directly in the supply air
stream, reducing the air stream's dry-bulb temperature, but increasing its
absolute humidity.
For indirect evaporative cooling, two air streams are used. A secondary (or
scavenger) air stream ofoutdoor air or exhaust air (see Figure 1) is cooled by
evaporation and then exhausted. This cooler moist secondary air stream is
then used to cool the primary supply air stream indirectly tbrough an air-toair heat exchanger (which can also be used t o pre-heat outdoor air in winter).
Six different systems are considered:
No evaporative cooling- night cooling only
Direct evaporative cooling
Indirect evaporative cooling
Direct indirect evaporative cooling
No night cooling cooling coil
Indirect evaporative cooling + cooling coil

+

+

The plant configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.
This tool for evaporative cooling in oftice buildings gives the maximum
internal temperatures under summer design conditions for the first four
systems listed above and the cooling coil load for the other two systems,
which have mechanical cooling. Annual energy (heating, cooling and fan) and

Figure 1 Plant configuration
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water consumptions per annum are also provided.The values have been
generated using the simplified thermal model C O M E T where the room
behaviour is represented by an KC (resistance-capacitance) network.
T h e parameters ofclimate, building design (thermal inertia, window solar
protection and internal gains) and plant are defined in the next section. T h e
results from the simulations are presented in the form ofdesign tables in
Section 3.

1

2 Parameters
2.1 Climate
I hree climatic areas are considered: ccntrc ofFrance Frappes), south inland
(Carpentras), and south near the Mediterranean coast (Nice).

7 .

a

2.1.1 Temperature and humidity
Cesian dav for Nice

Desian dav for Caroentras

Design day for Trappes
40

20
10

0

w

N

-

z

m

0

"

-m

2

N
Xr

Hour

Mur

2.1.2 Solar
W/m2

W/m2

Design day for Trappes

Design day for Carpentras and Nice

400.0
200.0 00

0

200.0
6

12

0.0

16

0

6

12

18

24

Hour

Hour

2.2 Building design
T h e basic information is the expected tnaximwn operative temperature in
summer, depending on the building design. T w o cases are defined on the next
page for inertia, solar gains and internal gains. Building design is classified as
good or bad on the basis ofthese factors as defined in the following table.
Building design
-----inertia
Solar gains index: window solar factor x window area/floor area
Internal gains (W/rn2 during occupancy)

Good

Bad

High
0.05
10

Low
0.15
30
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Interpretation ofeach ofthese parameters is discussed below. Results are
only provided for east and west orientations.
2.2.1 Thermal inertia
Low means one ceiling or floor ofhigh inertia.
High m a n s ceiling, floor and side walls all ofhig-h inertia
2.2.2 Window solar protection
The ratio S xAb/AI is defined where:
S = window solar factor
Ab = window area
Al = room area
The two reference ratio values used are 0.05 and 0.15
2.2.3 lnternal loads
Occupants, equipment and lighting: 10 and 30 W/m2 (radiant fraction: 0.5).
lnternal latent gain -Week end

lnternal latent gain - Week day
120
100
80
60

40
20
0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Hour
Wirn2

Internal gain - week day

5

5

WirnZ

5

5

Hour
Internal gain - Week end

5

Hour

5

5

5

5

Hour

2.3 Plant
2.3.1 Airflow
Four maximum air flow rates have been considered corresponding to 2 , 4 , 6
and 8 air changes per hour.
2.3.2 Systems
Without cooling plant
0 No evaporative cooling- night cooling only
0 Direct evaporative system
0 Indirect evaporative system
0 Direct + indirect evaporative system
With cooling plant
0 No night cooling + cooling coil
0 Indirect evaporative system + cooling coil
For all systems, 'night cooling' is used if ofbenefit
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2.3.3 Control
For each system, except where specifically excluded, 24-hour control
matrices have been defined for summer and for winter conditions.
Descriptions o f t h e control matrices are provided in the IEA Annex 28
Subtask 2 Keport 3 Derailed de.st@ 1001sfor /menergy cooling~echr~olo~es.
For annual simulations it is necessary t o define transitions between winter
control matrix and summer control matrix. When the calculation is done with
winter control matrix, the indoor air temperature between 07.00 h a n d 08.00 h
is checked. Ifthis temperature is higher than 23 "C, thc transition with
summer control matrix is made. When the calculation is done with summer
control matrix, the indoor air temperature between 08.00 h a n d 09.00 h i s
checked. Ifthis temperature is lower than 19 "C, the transition with winter
control matrix is made.

13 Design tables

1

T w o sets ofsimulations have been undertaken for the three different sites
Frappes, Carpentras. Nice).
T h e first set is related to sizing and is hased on a reference warm day. In this
case the outputs are the indoor temperature and required cooling power if a
cooling coil is used.
T h e second set ofruns is for a typical year, for which the outputs are the
heating, cooling and Can electrical energy consumptions and water
consumption.
Key to tables
Maximum operative temperature during occupancy for the reference warm day:
s 2 6 "C
> 2 6 "C and <30 "C
330 "C and <33 "C
333 "C

boxes with light shading
boxes left white
boxes with medium shading
boxes with dark shading, and no numbers

t

-
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Chapter B Evaporative cooling -COMET software

3.1 Results for a reference warm day
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3.2 Resultsfor a reference year
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Chapter C

Slab cooling system with
water

T h e main purpose ofthe tool for slab cooling systems with water is to provide
the designer with a simple means ofevaluating the suitability ofthe
technolo~yin terms ofcooling capacity in thccarly stages ofdesign.

This tool gives an estimate ofthe cooling that the system is able to remove
from the conditioned space as a frmction ofthe known indoor air temperature,
the outside wet-bulb and the outdoor dry-bulb air temperatures. It provides
the designer with mean expected cooling capacity ofthe system. (Note that a
cooling tower is assumed to provide cooling to the slab.)
The charts in Section 3 give the specific cooling capacity ofthesystem for
the usual ranges ofthe three input values for the model. T h e lines shown are
the best fit correlation and carry an average uncertainty of 7.86%
The absorbed heat flux by the upper surface the slab and by the cooling
system (Figure 1) can be evaluated by the following rxpression:

where qtdhand r/,,

are given in Figure 2

I

L,fi\
nl
Figure 1 Slab construction
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13 Design charts

atdb as function of indoor temperature and Tdb
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Figure 2 Cooling removed by slab cooling systems with water
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Chapter C Water cooled slab

Figure 3 shows the absorbed heat flux for an indoor temperature of24 "C
obtained by this simplified tool and by the detailed design tool described in
IEA Annex 28 Report Detailerl~lcsigntoolsforlow energy coolliigtcchnologzes.
Coolingincreases when the ratioPrwb/Tdb is lowest, ie when the outdoor air
is drier, because a cooling tower is assumed to be the cooling source.
U m e r Absorbed
eoval to 24OC

Heal

Flux

and

Tim* Lhl

Figure 3 Detailed tool and simplified tool values

T v b ~ T d b for Indoor

Air

Chapter D

Night cooling ventilation
in UK commercial
buildings

It has heen estahlished over recent years through research work and huilt
examples that night ventilation is an effective low energy cooling technique
for appropriately designed modern buildings, especially in climates similar t o
that ofthe UK with relatively low peak summer temperatures during the day
and medium to large diurnal temperature differences. Such climates permit
the thermal mass of the building t o use the cool night air t o discard the heat
absorhed duringthe
- day. Therefore cooling- using- niaht
- ventilation is
particularly suited to ofice buildings, which are usually unoccupied during the
night so that relatively high air flows can be used to provide maximum cooling
effect. Buildings using night ventilation for cooling have been evaluated in the
UK and encouraging results are reported[1~2~".
In order to help designers to explore the application ofnight ventilation
coolingin the early design stage, pre-design computer tools have been
d e v e l ~ ~ e d ' These
~ . ~ ] . are based on various simplified theoretical and empirical
models and typical design days or user defined weather (typically for one
week). Such tools provide the opportunity t o explore quickly various
scenarios in terms of internal heat gaius, ventilation rates, occupancy patterns
and external temperatures. They predict peak temperatures or daily
temperature profiles and they can give an indication ofexpected energy
benefits by extrapolation ofdata t o the whole cooling period. One such userfriendly tool is Nitecool, which is now available from the BKE website
(http://projects.bre.co.uWrehrb/nitecool). This is for use at the early stages
ofdesign development when the basic form and organisation ofthe building is
being evolved. User input is limited to a few key variables such as glazing
ratio, orientation, internal gains, ventilation rates and thermal mass. This
technique allows the designer to explore rapidly the effects of a range of
design variables. Nitecool can be used not only t o assess the potential for
night cooling, but also to consider appropriate ventilation strategies for
refurbishment.
T h e design charts and tables included in this tool have been derived from
simulating the performance ofa 'typical' ofice module throughout the
summer period using full weather data and a finite difference thermal
simulation model. In this way, more detailed analysis is provided but only for
energy savings
the SE England climate considered. In addition, the
have been derived by comparing the hourly temperatures achieved in the
night-cooled ofice with an identical ofice controlled to the same conditions
by an active cooling system.
This tool gives the maximum temperature and the fian hours operation for
night cooling on thc basis ofthe following parameters:
Climate
Building thermal inertia
Window solar protection

IEA-BCSAnnex 28 Early design guidance for low energy cooling
0 Internal gains
0 Plant

These are defined in Section 2. T h e results from the simulations are presented
in the form o f d e s i p charts (Section 3). Example calculations are included to
illustrate the intended method ofuse.
Thermal model and weather data
T h e two constructions and the control strateby were programmed into the
thermal model APACHE and simulations performed for the four summer
months from June to September. For each simulation temperature, frequency
distributions and related energy data have been gcncratcd for those months.

12 Parameters
2.1 Climate
Heathrow weather data were used for the simulations. Thev are characterised
by a peak temperature of29 O C and solar radiation values typical for S E
England.
2.1.1 Temperature

I

Peak Day TemperaUrea

I

June

Avg

July

.

Ssp<

Month

2.1.2 Solar

I

Peak Day Solar

I

2.2 Building thermal inertia
T h e building model is based on a typical cellular office with dimensions 10 m
width, 6 m depth and 3 m floor-to-ceiling height. It is positioned in the middle
o f a row ofoffices on the middle floor o f a three-storey ofice block and has
0.2 m2 glazing per m2 offloor area. This module has been derived as a suitable
ofice for night cooling through previous research work["]. A thermally
heavyweight and a thermally lightweight construction are simulated as the
two extremes for creating the curves. In both constructions the thermal
conductivity o f t h e external wall is kept similar with 100 m m mineral fibre
insulation, while the internal partitions, floor and ceilings areassumed to be
adjacent to spaces with similar temperatures to the simulated space. For the
heavyweight construction the required exposed thermal mass is provided by
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75 mm exposed concrete on the cciling and 100 mm plastered concrete block
on the external wnll. In contrast, the reference (intcmally lightweight) module
has a false ceiling and 400 mm air gap underneath a 150 mm concrcte slab.
The external wall is insulated framed construction with lightweight plaster on
the internal face. In both cases the floor is carpetcd and the internal partitions
arelightweight plasterboard.

2.3 Window solar protection
Estimated solar gtlins need to be added to the internal gains to use the design
charts. Values have been generated for two extreme glazing types: low gain
(egrcflective double glazing) a d high gain (egsingle clear glass). These are
given in Table 1.

2.4 Internal gains
Occupancy is assumed betwcen 08.00 and 18.00 h during weekdays only

2.5 Plant
Day ventilation is operated to correspond with occupancy between 08.00 and
18.00 h during weekdays only.
Night ventilation is operated between 24.00 and 07.00 h. The controls are as
follows based on work by BSRIA"] which operate night cooling when all the
following conditions are satisfied:
The time is bctwcen midnight and 07.00 h
Inside air temperature >18 "C
Outside temperature >12 OC
Outside air temperature < inside air temperature
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r3 ~ e s i e ncharts and tables

;"

I

T h e charts and tables can be used to estimate three parameters in turn: peak
temperatures, free cooling provided and fan energy required.

t

3.1 Peak temperatures
Figure 1 shows the peak day internal dry resultant temperature exceeded for

30 hover the 4-month period. T h e temperatures are shown as a Function of
the followingparameters:
Combined solar and internal heat gains
Exposed thermal mass
Day ventilation rate
Night ventilation rate
From Figure 1 it can he seen that the lowest temperatures are achieved in the
case ofhigh day ventilation rates and exposed thermal mass office. In general,
there is a 2 "C temperature difference between the reference and the exposed
thermal mass office.
It should be noted that the observed positive aspects ofdaytime ventilation

Reference Office

Exposed Thermal Mass Office

lnternal Dry Resultant Temperature degC

lnternal Dry Resultant Temperature degC
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60

0
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I
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0
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Figure 1 lnternal dry resultant temperatures exceeded far 30 h in reference and exposed thermal mass offices, using
Heathraw weather data
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are related to and are dependent on external temperatures such as those
usually found in the UK and other moderatesummer climates (iepeak
external temperatures up to 29 "C). However, in hot climatcs and indeed
during hot days in the UK, minimum daytimeventilation rates would he more
beneficial.
Calculation of solar and internal gains
In order to use the graphs ofFigure 1, an cstimate ofthe likely solar and
internal gains is required. Internal gains will depend on the design ofthe ofice
and occupancy patterns. Typical good practicevalues are 5-25 W/m2 for
occupants, 5-10 W/m2 for lighting and 10-15 W/m2 for IT equipment.
Solar p i n s are more dificult to estimate and will depend on orientation,
area and type ofglazing, and type and extent ofsolar shading. However, as a
rule ofthumb thevalues in'Pable 1are provided for the case with no shading
in the UK. It should be noted that solar g i n s would be direrent for direrent
latitudes, especially lower ones where south heat gains are usually less than
those from east and west. A p i n , as a rule ofthumb, it can be assumed that
solar gains are proportional to the glazing area and to the shading coefficient.
The values presented in Table 1have been derived from simulations using the
reference office with the same weather and occupancy conditions as those
described ahove.

Orientation
North
East

Low-galn glazing (egreflect~vedouble glass1
High-gain glazlng (egsingle clear glass)

7

10

12
24

~~~

~

South

West

20
35

20
35

Figure 1 presents the internal dry resultant temperatures that were
exceeded for 30 h in a reference ofice and an exposed thermal mass ofice
using Heathrow weather data. Maximum space temperatures were predicted
to be higher by about 1.5 to 2.0 "C for the reference ofice and 1.0 to 1.5 "C for
the exposed thermal mass ofice. It should be noted that in mechanical
systems, and in particular when high ventilation rates are utilised, fan pick-up
can increase temperatures by about 0.5 to 1.0 "C.

3.2 Free cooling provided
It should be noted that Figure 1 presents peak temperature reductions only. In
many cases, larger reductions are achieved during other times ofthe occupied
period especially during the morning hours, as presented schematically in
Figure2. This erect is taken into account for the calculation oftotal free
cooling provided during occupancy hours as presented in Figure 3.
The free cooling has been quantified in terms ofenergy saved per unit floor
areaduring the summer months ofJune to September. It is clear that the free
energy provided by night ventilation is a worthwhile strategy in the exposed
thermal mass ofice, providing between 6 and 20 kWh/m2/annum offree
energy. However, there is some benefit in night ventilating a reference-type
building as the free energy provided ranges between 2 and
5 kWh/m2/annum. In the reference building, the benefits might be oKset by
the energy required to run a fan in mechanical systems, although night
ventilation would certainly bc a worthwhile stratem ifit is provided by natural
means.
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Dry resultant telnpcrature dcgC
30

-

+ n o night vcntilation

+night ventilation at 8 ach
cxternal air tcmpcraturc

Figure 2 Schematic of hourly temperature in an exposed thermal mass office with and without
night ventilation, lnternal gains are set to 25 W/m2, infiltration t o 0 . 4 air changes per hour (ach)
and day ventilation to 2 ach
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Figure 3 Free cooling provided with night ventilation in reference and exposed thermal mass offices, using Heathrow
weather data
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3.3 Fan energy required
I f t h e night ventilation is provided through a mechanical system, some energy
is required for t h e fans during the night. An indication o f t h e required energy
is presented in Figure 4 in terms offan hours run. These estimated fan hours
can be multiplied by the fan power to obtain fan enerby consumption as
follows:

E,,,= SFP x Qa x h
where: E,;,, =Fan energy consumption (Wh/m2/annum)
SFP =specific fan power (W/l/s)
Q =air flow rate (l/s/rn2)
h =fan run hours duringsummer
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Figure4 Number of fan hours to provide the free cooling predicted in Figure 3
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1

3.4 Example calculations

+

Table 2 provides some example calculations for a case with internal solar
p i n s o f 2 5 W/m2.I t can b e seen t h a t t h e energy required b y advanced a n d
best practice (SIT= 0.75 t o 1+) fans is o n l y a small percentage o f t h e free
c o o l i n g p r o v i d e d b y n i g h t ventilation. It c o u l d b e a w o r t h w h i l e strategy f o r
exposed mass b u i l d i n g w h e n usingless efficient fans, b u t t h e benefits m a y b e
offset b y t h e fan energy c o n s u m p t i o n for t h e reference case and at h i g h e r
ventilation rates.

Day
ventilation

Night
ventilation

(ach)

(ach)

Reference office
2
2
2
8

Temp

Cooling

Fan run

1%)
(Fig 1)

(kWh/m2/annum)
(Fig 3)

(h)
(Fig 41

Fan
.... ..........
energy
...... ......... ..(kWh/m2/annum)
... .......... ..
...
.... .. ... .. ...
SFP-0.75
SFP.1
SFP2
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0.6

0.45
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0.9
1.6
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1.5
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2
2
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2
8
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3
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Chapter E

Night cooling in
residential buildings

Night cooling is introduced into the building at night by opening windows or
vents. As the air circulates it comes into thermal contact with, and cools, the
exposed building fabric. The stored coolness helps to limit temperature rises
the following day.
With natural ventilation systems in residential buildings, the air flow is
mainly due to windows beingopened.Typical air change rates ofbetween
5 and 20 air changes Der hour mav be achieved in residential buildinm. but
issues such as privacy, security and outdoor noise must be addressed. It is
important with natural ventilation cooling that the designs allow for cross
ventilation, with windows on each side ofthe building. To enable good
control ofthe air flow rate during the night, windows should have some
means ofbeingkept open in various positions (eg halfopened or completely
opened). Additionally, in some cases, shutters should be designed in order to
allow air flow but to provide security against robbery or protection from
unwanted natural light (eg for bedrooms).
Whether the system is controlled automatically or manually, the goal is to
precool the building as much as possible during night-time in order to prevent
overheating the following day. During warm weather, night ventilation can
always be used, but when days are cooler there can be a conflict between
comfort during the night and comfort during the day. This is often the case
when internal temperature swings are high, which occurs for lightweight
buildings or ones with large solar gains. Air speed must also be limited so as
not to cause thermal discomfort, especially at night when outdoor
temperatures may be less than about 15 'C.
This tool gives the gives minimum solar protection required to limit the
maximum internal temperature to specified values. The data presented have
been generated using the simplified thermal model COMET where the room
behaviour is represented by an KC (resistance-capacitance) network.
The parameters of climate, building thermal inertia, window solar
protection, ventilation strategy and noise exposure of facades are defined in
Section 2. The results from the simulations are presented in the form ofdesign
tables in Section 3.

- .

-
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12 Parameters
2.1 Climate
Four different climates have been considered (Fl, F2, F3, F4) with
temperatures and solar radiation characteristics as detailed in Figure 1
Temperatures
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Figure 1 Characteristics of the four climates

2.2 Building thermal inertia
Five classes ofthermal inertia have been included:
TL
Very heavy
L
Heavy
M L Medium
Le
Light
T L e Verylight
They are as defined by the following table,

Inertia class

Ceiling
or roof

Floor

TL
TL
L
L

Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy

Ground inertia Heavy
Ground inertia Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
-

Very heavy
Very heavy
Heavy
Heavy

ML Medium
Le Light
Le L ~-a h t
TLe Very light

-

External
wall

Internal wall
behveen
dwellings

Internal
wall in m e
dwelling

-

-

Heavy
-

Heavy
-

Heavy

Heavy
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2.3 Window solar protection
T h e definition ofsolar protection classes is as follows :
PP
Permeable window protection: this kind ofprotection enables natural
ventilation even when they are operated at night. Ifthere are security
hazards, the protection must be suitable
PNP Nan-permeable window protection: other types ofprotection with
transparency less than 10%
SPD Without any window protection but with architectural solar
protection as overhangs
SP
Other cases
T h e overhangs for SPD must he equal at least to % o f t h e window height with
alength equal at least to twice the window width (see Figure2).

Figure 2 Size of overhangs for windows

2.4 Ventilation strategy and noise exposure of facades
T w o cascs ofnoise exposure are defined:
E B 1 Bedroom not exposed to noise, other rooms exposed to a noise
requiringan acoustic insulation less or equal to 30 d13(A)
EB2 Other cases
Four base cases have been considered o n t h e basis ofthese exposures:
A
Dwellingwith cross ventilation, all rooms EB1
I>wellingwithout cross ventilation, all rooms EB1
B
C
Dwellingwith cross ventilation, 35 % ofwindows (area-based) in EB1
situation
D
Other cases
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/3 Design tables

U

'l'hese tables define the minimum solar protection required to obtain specified
maximum values ofindoor operative temperature (28.29 and 30 "C) as a
function ofthe parameters described in Section 2. T h e blankcells indicate that
a passive solution is not suficient, and that for these cases additional cooling
equipment would be needed.
For basic cases, the following table can be used.
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Chapter F

Ground coupled
air systems

Ground coupled air systems have become quite popular in Central Europe.
They are primarily used for preconditioningoutdoor air in summer. T h e
outdoor air is supplied to the ventilation system via an underground ducting
system where the ~ ~ o u functions
nd
as thermal mass, helping to compensate
seasonal and daily temperature variations. As well as the cooling effect in
summer, there is also an air preheatingeffect in winter. (SeeFiylres 1 and 2.)
However the benefit is greatest in summer since air preheatingin winter only
acts to reduce the heat recuperation in the exhaust air heat exchanger. One
advantage, however, is to help t o prevent icing ofthe heat exchanger, leading
t o a simpler mode ofoperation.

Figure 1 Typical operating schemes of an air ground coupling system in summer (left)andin winter (right)

Figure 2 Large ground coupling system[I1duringconstruction.
The pipes are brought into position before the basement slab is
cast
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Cooling performance at T = 25
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Figure 3 Ground coupling system performance for different climates
Thc use of ground coupling is suited to climates having a large temperature
differential between summer and winter, and also between day and night.
Figure 3 shows the performance in diKerent climates. The most appropri:ite
applications are in the moderate climate ofcentral Europe. The cooling
power is reduced in very hot climates whereas in cooler climates, as well as
the cooling power being greater, there is normally only a small cooling
demand which has to be met.
In principle, ground coupled air systems can be used both for independent
cooling of room air and to supplement other coolingsystems. As ground
coupling merely precools the air, further cooling ofthe supply air can (if
necessary) be done by additional cooling, or alternatively heat can be
extracted from a room using static cooling surfaces (eg cooling ceilings, slab
cooling). The following combinations may be considered:
Ground coupled air systems with natural night-time air cooling
Ground coupled air systems with mechanical night-time air cooling
Ground coupled air systems with slab cooling/cooled ceiling
Combinations with adiabatic systems (evaporation cooling) are less
appropriate. Combinations with geothermal wells or usingground-water are
possible, but it is usually more economic to use the latter as stand-alone
systems, ie without ground coupled air systems.
In designing the ground coupled air systems, a distinction should be made
between the following systems (see Figure 4).
Comfort cooling
Ground coupling is used solely to improve comfort without predefined
cooling capacity. Typical applications are displacement ventilation systems
for ofice buildings with low internal loads and for conditioningoutdoor air in
domestic buildings, atria, etc, with mechanical ventilation. ln both these cases
the air flow rates are relatively small (air chauge rate 0.5-1.0 h-I), and it is
important that the supply temperature lies below room temperature. Ground
coupled air systems fulfil this important criterion for displacement ventilation
systems as the exit temperature from ground coupled air systems is always
below that ofthe room air, provided the room is not otherwise cooled.
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However, it must be permissible for the room air temperature to rise on hotter
days. With increasing outdoor air temperature, theoutput ofground coupling
systcms increases strongly as a function of temperature difference between
ground and outdoor air. Ground coupling is thus particularly well suited to the
efficient removal ofexternal heat loads.
Room cooling
The fi~nctionofground coupled air systems is to remove internal heat loads
via the ventilation system. In cases where internal heat loads have to he
removed, larger air flow rates are required. The cooling capacity depends
primarily on outdoor temperature and on the condition ofthe ground. Under
constant load, the cooling capacity ofthe ground may become exhausted. As
a stand-alone measure, it is not generally possible for the ground to meet a
constant level ofhigh loads. From experience, the maximum values lie around
30-50 Wh/m2d (with respect to the total floor area) at an air change rate of
2.0 h-'. As soon as the outdoor temperature falls below 19 "C (egat nighttime), provision should he made for outdoor air to be extracted directly via a
hy-pass, and the air change rate increased to around 4.0 h-'. This mode of
operation permits regeneration o f t h e b ~ o u n dcoupling system.
Auxiliary cooling
Ground coupled air systems are used to supplement an existing cooling
system. Greater heat loads can he removed by combiningground coupled air
systems with other coolingsystems. For example, existing refrigeration plant
can be used to cover peakloads. However, it should be remembered that as a
rule hoth low supply air temperatures (for reasons ofcomfort) and largc air
flow rates (leading to high fan consumption) should be avoided. For still
higher loads, it is an advantage to separate ventilation and coolingsystems.
Here, the ground coupled air system supplies cooled outdoor air to the room,
while the static cooling surfaces remove the remaining heat. At a heat load of
around 100 Wh/m2d, this can be achieved very efficiently by means of
concrete slab cooling. For extreme heat loads, mechanically cooled ceilings
are appropriate.

Operation mode
Comfort cooling

Temperatures

Performances
Cooling at 25 "C
Cooling perform.
Service hours

8.3 K
1138 kwh12
8760 h

Cooling at 25 "C
Cooling perform.
Service hours

8.6 K
558 kWh/a
926 h

Cooling at 25 "C
Cooling perform.
Service hours

9.3 K
873 kWh/a
4380 h

no control
Room Cooling
temperature controlled,
on at Text > 19 "C
Auxiliary Cooling
controlled by
main cooling system.
here: 06.00-18.00 hours
Figure 4 Overview of typical operation modes for ground coupled air systems. Long operation hours give a high yearly
performance whereas short operation hours result in better peak performanceVurich, 1 pipe. 250 m3/h,diameter 0.2 m, length
30m, depth 2.5 m)
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[2 Parameters
2.1 Positioning
T h e ground coupling system should be positioned as deep as possible in the
ground. Figure 5 shows the ground temperatures as a function ofdepth and
time ofyear. However, the excavation costs for laying the ground coupling
system represent asignificant fraction oftotal installation costs, and costs for
deeper excavation are usually prohibitive.
T h e distance between the pipes should be about 1.0 m. At smaller spacings,
mutual interference between the pipes is too great. For the daily chargingand
discharging cycle to function correctly, much greater spacings are not
advisable. When positioned beneath a building, it is essential that the
basement rooms are unheated. Even on the assumption that the basement is
well insulated (U= 0.5 W/m2K), about 40 kWh/m2a ofheat is lost, causing
the ground to heat up.
Although wet and heavy soils are an advantage in terms ofthermal
performance, the presence ofground-water involves extensive sealing
precautions carrying a cost penalty (see'rable 1).

Temperature ["C]

Figure 5 Ground temperatures at differentdepths for Zurich. A depth
of 2 to 4 m is recommended for ground coupled air systems. Owing to
the time shift, temperatures are still relatively low atthis depth during
the monthof July

. ......... ...... .. ...... ......... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. . ...

Ground type

W/mK

kg/m3

~ng'K

Cooling (%)

Wet soil
Dry sand
Wet sand
Dampclay
Wet clay

1.5
0.7
1.88
1.45
2.9

1400
1500
1500
1800
1800

1400
920
1200
1340
1590

100
90
98
104
105
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2.2 Size
T h e size o f ~ o u n coupling
d
systems depends o n the design air flow rate and
on the area available. Smaller systems, for example for improvingcomfort in
domestic buildings, can be built at relatively low cost. In particular, the inlet
and outlet ducts can be simply designed. Larger plants, as well as those
immersed in pound-water, are considerably more costly since large inlet and
outlet ducts are required as terminal point, for the pipes.
To limit the pressure drops in the piping system, the air velocity in the pipe
should be about 2.0 m/s. In the case ofplastic pipes in common use with a
diameter of20 cm, this is equivalent t o a flow rate of250 m"/h per pipe. T h e
exact values can be taken from Figure 6.
T h e optimum pipe length is a function ofpipe diameter and air velocity.
Pipes over 40 m in length perform efficiently only when oflarger diameter
(see Figure 7). With longpipes, thermal expansion must be very carefully
considered.

0

10

20

30
40
50
Length of pipe (m]

60

70

80

Figure 7 Influence of pipe length on cooling performance. 80%of the maximum

performance should be considered as optimum. If long distribution ducts are situated
before the piping system, their influenceon the performance can also be taken into
account
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2.3 Operation
T h e mode ofoperation depends primarily on the particular application.
Wherever possible, complex control procedures should be avoided. T h e
following modes ofoperation are recommended for the three typical systems
mentioned earlier.
Comfort cooling
T o achieve best results, the air should always be passed through the ground
couplingsystem. Air flow rate and duration ofoperation depend on the
ventilation system. Ground regeneration should take place when outdoor
temperatures are low.
Room cooling
In cases where internal loads must be removed and where the ground
coupling system must ensure that a maximum room temperature is not
exceeded, the system should h e in operation only when absolutely necessary.
For outdoor temperatures below 19 "C, the simplest procedure is to supply
outdoor air directly by means o f a by-pass. Ifa building control system is
installed, the temperature difference between the room and outdoor air (eg
AT> 5 K) can be used as a criterion for direct supply. Since the supply of
outdoor air is practically unlimited, the air flow rate can be increased in this
mode ofoperation t o correspond to an air change rate o f 4 h-'. For this system
most o f t h e heat should h e removed by outdoor air cooling, so that the ground
coupling system is only required for peak loads duringdaytime.

I
I
I

Auxiliary cooling
With auxiliary cooling, continuous operation o f t h c ground coupled air
systems is also to be recommended. Regulation oftotal cooling capacity is
best delegated to the conventional system. T h e ground coupled air system
has a compensating effect, reducing temperature extremes, and is selfregenerating during cold periods.
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When the location, position and mode ofoperation havc been determined, an
estimatcofthe ground coupling system output can be made.The peak
performance as well as the yearly output performance have to be considered.
Figure 7 and Table 2 give an overview ofthe relationship between these two
performances. Usually, the calculation of the peak performance will be more
important. Figures 8 and 9 and Table 3 can be used to size simple systems.
In more complex cases, or to obtain more precise values, simulations
should be carried out usinga suitable computer program (see box).

Location

Annual
Inlet temp ("C):
~.~
mean
15~0.5
20r0.5
temp (DC)

Almeria (Spain)
Messina [Italy)
Sacramento (USA)
Rome (Italy)
Marseilles (France)

18.0
17.9
15.0
14.5
14.3

0.8
0.7
1.7
2.2
1.9

0.2
01
0.7
0.9
0.9

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.4

0.9
1.0
1.3
1.6
1.5

3.2
3.0
5.4
5.1
5.0

1.2
1.2
1.4
1.2
1.0

6.2
6.0
8.4
8.2
7.8

0.9
0.6
0.8
0.9
0.7

27
36
69
142
170

266
180
111
308
392

361
307
64
153
201

132
149
54
75
59

Madrid (Spain)
Milanoiltaly)
Locarno (Switzerland)
Paris (France)
Macon (France)

13.9
12.3
11.1
10.9
10.6

2.2
2.8
2.7
2.2
2.2

0.8
1.2
1.6
1.3
1.4

2.3
3.0
3.9
4.2
4.4

1.7
1.8
1.5
1.0
1.4

5.3
6.0
6.8
7.4
7.7

1.4
1.4
0.9
0.8
1.1

8.3
9.2
9.9
10.3
10.8

0.8
1.1
0.6

173
201
223
359
280

393
324
299
244
205

164
164
143
65
95

60
62
11
1
18

London (Britain)
Vienna (Austria)
Geneva (Switzerland)
Dublin (Ireland)
Bonn (Germany)

10.5
10.2
10.0
9.7
9.7

2.0
2.7
2.5
2.6
1.9

1.2
1.6
1.7
1.1
1.2

5.0
4.3
4.7
5.6
5.2

1.0
1.4
1.4
0.7
1.2

8.3
7.2
7.5
8.9
7.9

0.7
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.8

-

-

10.8
10.7
12.2
11.3

0.7
0.8
0.0

493
256
266
376
376

198
311
226
123
240

47
103
99
17
58

0
10
25
2
1

De Bilt (Netherlands)
Zurich (Switzerland)
Berne (Switzerland1
Hamburg (Germany)
lnnsbruck (Austria)

9.4
9.0
8.7
8.5
8.2

2.4
2.4
2.6
2.5
2.8

1.3
1.5
1.6
1.1
1.7

5.2
5.3
5.7
5.8
5.9

1.1
1.4
1.5
1.1
1.4

8.5
8.3
8.4
8.9
8.8

0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
1.1

10.5
11.2
11.5
12.6
11.7

369
383
359
398
386

137
194
186
161
187

45
62
66
47
42

2
7
10
1
8

Prague (Czech)
Warsaw (Poland)
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Samedan (Switzerland)

8.0
7.9
7.7
6.7
1.4

2.7
2.1
3.0
3.2
7.0

1.5
1.5
1.1
1.4
1.4

5.9
5.6
6.1
6.4
9.7

1.3
1.6
0.7
1.0
0.7

9.1
8.7
9.6
9.4
12.5

1.1
1.0
0.6
0.6

11.8
11.2

0.5
0.6

-

-

-

-

352
348
449
327
163

162
174
142
153
61

67
68
24
37
1

3
20
0
0
0

~~~

1

~

.....

Service hours

30t0.5

0.7

0.5
0.5
0.6

0.4
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Figure 8 Cooling performance and peak performance of ground coupled air systems for different locations (for system
definition seeTable 2)

l ~ h calculat~on
e
of ground couoled alr svstems is comolex because the real aeometrlcal
situation and the dynamic behaviour of the system are difficult to simulate. Good results can be
obtainedwith the Resistance-Capacity Model WKMI3', originally developed by Arthur Huber.
The WKM considers only a single pipe, surrounded by 50 cm of soil. For daily charging and
discharging, only this 50 cm layer is calculated with three possible boundary conditions:
Undisturbedground, whose temperature is calculated according to the depth in the ground
and the outdoor climate
Ground underneath abuilding: the boundary temperature is calculated using the basement
temperature of the building and the thermal resistance between building and pipe."
*,,Ground between ground coupling pipes: thls part is considered to be adiabatic. There, is no
?' heitflux through the boundarylayer, but the capacity of the soil is considered ' ' '
~

~

~~

~

..

I

adiabatic) haveto be estimated according to the real conditions. The program calculates four
temperature nodes for each boundary condition. The length of pipe is divided into six pipe
segments, where the outlet temperature of one segment 1s the lnlet temperature of the next
segme%.
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Cooling at 25*0.5 "C [K]
14

1

I

I

I

I

0
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I

I

1

1
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Volume flow rate per pipe [m

I

I

I

I

600

700

800

900

3/h]

Cooling at 25*0.5 "C [K]
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12
10
8

6
4

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

,

0 '
0

Volume flow rate per plpe [m

-

450

3/h]

Figure 9 Cooling power as a function of pipe diameter, pipe length and volume flow rate for Zurich, continuous operation and
depth in ground of 2.5 m (inner diameter of pipeAength of pipe). For locations other than Zurich the corrections in Table 3 should
be used

Annual
mean
temp 1°C)
5
6
7
8
9

Correction
factor

Depm
under
ground (m)

Correction
factor

Ground
W P ~

Correction
factor

1.29
1.22
1.15
1.08
1.01

7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.5

1.175
1.17
1.16
1.12
1.09

Wet clay
Damp clay
Wet soil
Wet sand
Dry sand

105
104
100
98
90
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Outlet temperature

["C]

Figure 10 Cooling power as a function of inlet temperature and location (pipe length
30 m, diameter 0.2 m, depth 2.5 m, volume flow rate 250 m 3 h )

"

4

6

8

10

12

14

16
18
20
22
24
Outdoor temperature ["Cl

26

28

30

32

34

Figure 11 Relationship between cooling power, cooling energy and outdoor temperature (Zurich, 250 m 3 h , pipe diameter 0.2
m, pipe length 30 m, depth 2.5 m, wet soil). The summation curve indicates the amount of cooling energy that can be expected
above a selected set point

a Four-storey office building, 25 x 16 m, total floor area 1600 m2.
a Air flow rate corresponding to an air change rate of 2.0177(room cooling): volume 10 240 m3.
a Number of pipes: 20, diameter 30 cm, 16 m long (note: 15 pipes with diameter of 35 cm are less
effective).
Distribution ducts: with regard to their cooling effect the concrete distribution ducts together
(1.8 m x 0.8 m) correspond in total to 100 m of pipes (withrespect to area of ground contact).This
effect is taken intoaccount by a fictitious increase in pipelength of 10 m, givinga total length of 26 m.
Cooling of inletair (at outdoor temperatures 25 "C) by 5.8 K to 19.2 "C(Figure8).
If the building is situated in London with a yearly mean temperature of 10.5 "C the cooling power can be
corrected according to Table 3. This results in a corrected cooling of 0.9 x 5.8 K = 5.22 K. If the depth of
the pipes is 4 m below ground, a second adjustment can be made with a factor of 1.12 (see also Table 2).
The ground correction has only to be applied for extremely dry or wet ground. The final coolingwill be 5.85
K, resulting in a cooling power of 512 m3/h x 5.85 K x 0.32 Wh/m3K = 960 W, total 19 kW.

-

Conclusion
The ground coupling system can remove about 12 W/m2. If the internal load is 40 kW (25 W/m2) the excess
heat may be stored in the building massand removed by nightventilation.
A combination of the ground coupled air system and night-time ventilation could provide the required
standard of comfort. Neither the ground coupled air system nor night-time ventilation alone would be
sufficient to fulfil the room temperature criterion of 26 "C.
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4.1 Air intake
The procedure for air intake has a decisive influence on the quality of the
supply air. In addition to fouling ofthe intake by birds and other small animals.
by children, and contamination by suspended particles, etc, the quality of the
air at the point of intake is of great importance.
Raising the intake above the ground prevents ingestion of radon gas, which
may seep through the ground at any point, reduces the concentration of
exhaust fumes from road vehicles, and, as a rule, reduces the air intake
temperature. To further ensure low intake temperatures, air intake above parts
of the building exposed to strong sunshine or over macadamised surfaces
should be avoided. Placement of (odourless) vegetation around the intake can
also considerably reduce intake temperatures.
Fouling can be avoided both by restricting access and by mounting a tightfitting grille. Filters can only be recommended if regular inspection and
maintenance are assured. Coarse and fine particle filters effectively remove
non-volatile air pollutants such as pollen, fungal spores and bacteria. This
option should be considered in situations where professional maintenance
facilities areavailable. (See Figures 12 and 13.)

Figure 12 Air inlet for a medium-sized ground
coupling system. Filters forthe removal of small
particles are placed between the ground coupling
system and ventilation plant

Figure 13 Air inlet fora smallground coupling
system withonly two pipes. If the inlet is via a
vertical well as illustrated, it has to be ensured that
no radon gas will enter the system

4.2 Distributionand collection ducts
In larger plant, air delivery to the ground coupling system pipes is via a
distribution d u a . This should be generously sized to ensure that the pressure
losses for all air paths are ofsimilar magnitude. The same applies to the
collection duct. This ensures that all pipes have the same flow rate.
Distribution and collector ducts should be man-sized, or at a minimum
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Figure 14 Section through concrete
distribution duct of a large ground coupling
system. The pipes have to allow for thermal
expansion
Figure 15 Concrete collection duct of a large
ground coupling system. All pipes are

accessible for maintenance
provide crawling access, to enable the ground coupling system to be
inspected, and, if necessary, to be cleaned. Both ducts should, as far as
possible, be airtight and fitted with drainage and siphon. (See Figures 14
and 15.)
As the distribution duct is at a lower level than the collector duct, drainage
here is particularly important to enable condensate, any ground-water or
water remaining from cleaning to escape.
Ifpossible, heavy concrete distribution ducts should be chosen. These have
the advantage ofcooling down outdoor air in summer and preheating it in
winter. Ground coupling systems positioned beneath the building are
protected against icing. T h e distribution duct should, ifpossible, be situated
away from the building and be in contact with the g o u n d on all sides.

4.3 Ground coupling piping system
Ground coupling pipes are constructed exclusively ofround plastic, cement or
cement fibre pipes. T h e choice ofmaterial is primarily a question ofcost.
Figure 16 shows the material costs as a function ofdiameter. For smaller pipes
with diameters o f u p to about 30 cm, plastic piping based on I'VC or HDPE is
refera able. For larger diameters, cement pipes are cheaper. However, when

"

150

200

250
300
Diameter [mrn]

350

Figure 16 Prices for different pipe materials

(1 US$ = 1.5 SFr).Small diameters aregenerally more
economic and also thermally more efficient

400
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special seals are called for, this is a very expensive option. In general, larger
numbers of small pipes have a better cost-benefit ratio than fewer large pipes.
The position ofground coupling pipes makes them very difficult to repair.
so that emphasis should be placed on a long life-cycle p 5 0 years). For this
reason, thin-walled ribbed pipes or hoses are not suitable. The latter are also
quite critical as regards fouling, and are also very difficult to clean.
To ensure that condensate, any ground-water or remaining cleaning water
can drain off, ground coupling pipes should he inclined at approximately 1%
towards the intake (ie against the direction of air flow). In general, it is
sufficient to bed the pipes on sand in clean trenches, while shorter cement
pipes can he bedded on a small amount oflean concrete.
Straight pipes are the best choice as they are easy to inspect, but curved
pipes can also be used. It should be remembered that, owingto temperature
changes, pipes are subject to considerable thermal expansion (0.2 mm/mK for
HDPE pipes, 0.08 mm/mK for PVC pipes). The distribution and collection
ducts must be designed to accommodate thermal expansion. For this, rubber
seals are normally provided, which not only permit axial movement but also
protect against &.round-water.To prevent long-term lateral movement, the
pipes are cemented-in at the centre.
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15 Maintenance

1

Ground coupled air systems are generally maintenance-free. Inspections
carried out on a range ofolder plant showed no marked degree ~ffouling[~].
The concentration of airborne spores and bacteria was also measured. In the
majority ofcases air quality with respect to these contaminants was better
after passing through the ground coupling system than in the original air (see
Figures 17 and 18).
As a precautionary measure it is nevertheless recommended that regular
inspections of the ground coupling system and ofthe remaining system
components be made. Attention should be paid in particular to the intake,
ducts and other equipment. Particularly in plants with ground-water seepage,
regular optical inspections are essential. As with hollow electrical piping,
curved ground coupling pipes should be fitted with a non-corrosive wire with
which to draw cleaning material tbrougb when necessary. The inclination
ensures that cleaning water can drain off.
Particularly with larger plant, it is essential to ensure that intakeducts are
not used for storage (especially wood fuel), as this can lead to air
contamination.
Filters ofthe typeused in ventilation systems are quite adequate. Pressure
loss and fouling should be monitored and the filters cleaned or changed as
necessary. In applications where for hygienic reasons higher standards of air
quality must be met, further reduction ofbacterial and spore concentrations
can be achieved by means of fine particle filters.

SFH
Fraefel

SFH
Kriesi

SFH
Kurt

Food store Food store
School Office Build.
MFH
Steinmaur Stahlrain Hausacker
Frick Schonenwerd

Figure 17 Concentrations during summer of fungal spores in the outdoor air, theair leaving theground coupling system, and theair
entering the rooms'41.The numbers of spores are much higher than during winter, but the relationship between the concentrations is
similar. No values were available for the fungal concentration entering the food store in Schonenwerd

V

SFH
Fraefel

SFH

Kriesi

SFH
Kurt
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Office Build.
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Food store Food store
Steinmaur Stahlrain Hausacker
Frick Schonenwerd

Figure 18 Concentrations of bacteria during summerM1
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